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SCHOOL CRISIS PREVENTION AND RESPONSE

If school: ever were "islands of safety" within otherwise violent
neighborhooils, they certainly are no longer. Every type of
community across the country--urban, suburban or rural--has
experienced "street crime" on school grounds.

This violent crime wave has created an increased awareness of the
need for safer schools. There is no longer room for debating
whether our campuses should be safer: The issue concerning
parents, educators and students is in what way and how quickly
campuses can be made more secure.

Even citizens fortunate enough not to experience school-related
crime and violence firsthand are deluged with news stories
recounting these atrocities.

A recent, horrifying example: On January 17, 1989, a man
carrying an AK-47 semiautomatic assault rifle walked onto an
elementary school playground in Stockton, California, and opened
fire. Less than five minutes later, five children and the gunman
were dead; 29 other students and a teacher were wounded, 15
seriously.

The Stockton shooting claimed more lives than any other
schoolyard attack in history. However, other incidents of deadly
violence are occurring around the country. Although such
violence isn't new, its severity is. Other recent examples
include:

January 5, 1989: A 16-year-old student was fatally shot in
the yard of Henderson Junior High School in Little Rock,
Arkansas.

December 16, 1988: A 16-year-old student killed one teacher
and wounded another at Atlantic Shores Christian School in
Virginia Beach, Virginia.

September 26, 1988: A 19-year-old opened fire in a crowded
cafeteria at Oakland Elementary School in Greenwood, South
Carolina, killing two 8-year-old girls and wounding nine
other people.

May 21, 1988: A woman walked into a classroom at the
Hubbard Woods Elementary School in Winnetka, Illinois,
killed an 8-year-old boy and wounded six others.

May 16, 1986: A man and woman held a group of students and
teachers hostage in a Cokeville, Wyoming, elementary school.
Their bomb exploded accidentally, killing the woman and
burning some of the hostages. The man committed suicide,
but not before shooting one teacher in the back.
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Many of the school administrators who had to deal with these
incidents met in New York City on September 25-26, 1989, for the
"School Crisis Prevention Practicum," an unprecedented aeeting
sponsored by the National School Safety Center, an organization
funded by the U.S. Department of Justice. Their comments and
recommendations about school security, learned by living through
tragic incidents.at their schools, nave been included in this
paper.

Although these principals experienced some of the more dramatic
incidents to take place on school campuses, the danger of lesser
violence is even more pervasive. Three million crimes are
committed on school grounds each year, with 183,590 people
injured in 1987, according to the National Crime Survey. On any
given day, it is estimated--based on results of the 1987 National
Adolescent Student Health Survey--that more than 100,000 students
carry guns to school. These numbers--and the recent
headline-grabbing attacks--have renewed the debate over how much
security and what type of security is needed, as well ar. whether
it's possible to completely protect students from disturbed
adults or classmates with guns.

SCHOOL SECURITY ISSUES

Using metal detectors in schools has become one of the most
controversial ways to increase campus security. A pilot program
was tested in five New York City school"; last year in which a
special security task force visits the campuses on a rotating
schedule and confiscates weapons found with hand-held detectors.
the program, which has expanded to 10 other high schools this
year, seems to be working. No guns have turned up in the
schools, although approximately 200 weapons have been recovered
nearby, apparently dropped by students when they saw the metal
detectors.

Some parents protest that students should not automatically be
treated as "convicts." However, a New York City council member
defended the metal detector program by saying, "The public need
has long since overcome the objections of civil libertarians.
People in the school have to be able to go into an arena of
safety.'

Although other schools across the country have also installed
metal detectors, some officials say the devices are expensive,
unnecessary and logistically impractical, especially since a
great deal of trouble happens just outside the school grounds.
Others question the effectiveness of metal detectors. Alex
Rascon, director of security for the San Diego Unified School
District, points out, "The school is a second home for kids, so
they know it better than the administrator.. If you nave tons of
windows in your schools, they can get weapons in one way or the
other. They can hide things and you'll never know."
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Cost is another factor to consider, not only in terms of the
hardware but also in terms of the employees who will operate the
metal detectors. "The cost of metal detectors is mind-boggling,
and the question is still whether we would detect that much,"
said District of Columbia school board president Linda W. Cropp.

In fact, money often is raised as a key concern when any new
security measure is discussed. For example, California has
approximately 7,500 schools and 4.5 million students, with
120,000 to 150,000 new students entering the system each year.
Eleven new classrooms must be built each day just to keep up with
this boom. State-level school administrators say that even a
best-case scenario for the passage of new school bonds doesn't
project enough money being raised to maintain the current level
of service. "The security aspect is basically adding a new
burden to an already overburdened system," says William L.
Rukeyser, a special assistant to California's Superintendent of
Public Instruction.

Many school districts focus on making their schools' physical
plants more secure by locking all but the front entrance,
installing better alarm systems, adding two-way intercoms ir all
classrooms, closing off little-used stairwells, giving pinygro. ,d
and school bus monitors walkie-talkies, and getting rid of
separate faculty bathrooms.

Other school districts have decided to build protective
structures around their campuses, although some experts point out
that the amount of protection offered by construction is limited.
"You would have to build a 10-foot brick wall around all the
elementary schools in the United States and they'd have to have
barbed wire to prevent people from going up and over the brick
wall. You'd have to have roving guards and aimed police at all
times," says Thomas A. Shannon, executive director of the
National School Boards Association.

However, the idea of a walled school hers, already become a reality
at Lindbergh Junior High School in Long Beach, California, where
the school district has decided to build a 10-foot-high,
900-foot-long concrete wall between the school and an adjacent
housing project to protect students from flying bullets. "To me,
it's sad, but we have to do it," said Board of Education member
Jerry Schultz. "Imagine the trauma to kids of having to evacuate
the P.E. field because of bullets. The P.E. teachers said that
happens all the time, and they have to have their classes on the
other side of the field."

Although no one has been hurt during school hours, the sound of
gunshots is heard every six to eight weeks, according to
Lindbergh school officials. Two years ago, a student playing
basketball after school was hit in the chest by a stray bullet
and nearly died.
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Many parents and teachers are relieved when schools increase
security, no matter how it is done. However, others believe that
schools are being turned into armed camps, drastically affecting
the learning atmosphere. One architect, who designed a
high-security school for a Los Angeles neigl-borhood that was home
to 13 street gangs, said, "If you start making a prison
environment with 8 to 10-foot-high fences, it certainly changes
the character of the school and the quality of the experience
that students have while at the school."

Several of his colleagues who worked on an Oakland school's
design even considered building watchtowers, but the architect
said, "I think the open campus is the preferred model. To create
a compound may be necessary, but it's unfortunate. It's not what
this country is about."

Administrators also worry that increasing security will make
parents feel excluded from the school and that they will then
become less involved in their children's education. "We've gone
to inordinate lengths to create the image that these are your
schools, come on in," said one Chicago superintendent. But now,
he says, all entrances except the front door are locked, visitors
are treated more s4spiciously, and every visitor is asked to sign
in and out and wear badges while at the school.

School officials also worry that increased security compounds the
fears of children who are already being warned, in and out of
school, to be wary of strangers who may kidnap or kill them.
"You're communicating to elementary school children that there
are really evil, really bad people living in their community and
you have to protect them all the time," says Bob Rubel of the
National Alliance for Safe Schools. "That's a dangerous signal
to give tu little kids."

Unfortunately, the world is becoming more dangc...ous and that
reality is affecting the nation's schools. In tact, schools may
be an even more likely target for disturbed people than other
businesses. A disturbed adult may attack a school because he or
she has negative memories of school experiences, realizes the
children are vulnerable targets, or wants national publicity and
knows hurting children will ensure that.

The Legal Aspects of Crime Prevention

Because of the increasing demand for public safety, many states
are beginning to take another look at their laws, particularly as
they relate to individual rights of privacy. For many school
districts, implementing safety plans also addresses concerns
about liability. California was the first--and so far the
only--state to provide a constitutional right to safe schools.
While other states have not yet followed California's example,
schools across the country must be more attentive to campus
safety because of the impact made by the decade-old victims'
right movement. That movement involved crime victims who began
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using the civil courts to vindicate their rights. As courts and
juries began to be more sympathetic to their cause, a legal trend
developed to hold third-party defendants, including schools,
liable for injuries sustained by victims of crime and violence.

According to the authors of School Crime and Violence: Victims'
Rights, courts have held that although a school may not 1-a
expected to be a guarantor or insurer of the safety of i-e
students, schools are expected to provide, in addition tc An
intellectual climate, a physical environment harmonious with the
purposes of an educational institution. This expectation is
particularly appropriate on a school campus where educators are
charged with the care, custody and control of students' behavior.

The developing right to safe schools includes the right of
students and staff:

To be protected against foreseeable criminal activity.

To be protected against student crime or violence which can
be prevented by adequate supervision.

To be protected against identifiable dangerous students.

To be protected from dangerous individual negligently
admitted to school.

To be protected from dangerous individuals negligently
placed in school.

To be protected from school administrators, teachers and
staff negligently selected, retained or trained.

Several recent court cases stemming from school security issues
illustrate the legal problems that can arise from a crisis, or
from efforts to prevent one.

In one case, Hosemann v. Oakland Unified School District, Stephen
Hosemann argued that he was physically assaulted on his junior
high school campus by a former clessmate and that school
officials, although aware of the threat, failed to protect him.
In May 1986, the superior court held the school district and
administrators liable for Stephen Hosemann's injuries and ordered
the district to develop a security plan for its campuses. The
ruling was reversed in May 1989, by an appellate court which,
while denying the plaintiff's claims against the school district,
did reinforce the need for le3islative action to make schools
safer.

In Augkist 1988, a federal appellate court ruled in favor of a
student who had been molested by her high school band director.
In the case of Stoneking v. Bradford Area School District, the
court held that the school district violated the sudent's right
'Co "liberty" under the 14th Amendment because its officials were
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aware that another student had charged the band director with
sexual misconduct but failed to take action.

The case of New Jersey v. T.L.O. concerned the legality of
student searches conducted by public school officials. It is
relevant to crisis prevention since many incidents are
perpetrated by students who have carried weapons to school. A
New Jersey high school teacher discovered a 14-year-old student,
T.L.O., and a friend smoking cigarettes in a school restroom in
violation of the school's rules. The girls were taken to the
principal's office, where T.L.O. not only denied smoking in the
restroom, but said she didn't smoke at all.

Doubting T.L.O.'s truthfulness, the vice principal asked to see
her purse. He found a pack of cigarettes and cigarette rolling
papers in the purse; searching further, he found marijuana, a
pipe, plastic bags, $40 in one-dollar bills, an index card
containing the phrase "people who owe me money," and two letters
implicating T.L.O. in marijuana dealing.

The state subsequently brought delinquency charges against T.L.O.
in juvenile court. The court found that, although the Fourth
Amendment does apply to searches by school officials, the search
in question was reasonable. The appellate court affirmed the
trial court's finding, but the New Jersey Supreme Court reversed
the ruling.

The case then went to the U.S. Supreme Court, which ruled that,
although the Fourth Amendment applied to searches of students by
school administrators, the evidence against T.L.O. had been
obtained legally.

The U.S. Supreme Court concluded that ochool officials do not
have to conform to the same stringent standard required of law
enforcement personnel; that is, they du nuL need to obtain a
warrant or reach the standard of probable cause before searching
a student. Instead, the court struck a middle position, ruling
that school officials must have "reasonable grounds" to suspect a
search will turn up evidence that the student has violated the
law or the school's rules.

Given these rulings and similar suits that have been filed
against other school districts, administrators should closely
examine their security systems. They may protect their schools
from being found liable in a court case if they can demonstrate
that they exercised due diligence in preventing crime and
violence on their campuses.

PREVENTION STRATEGIES

Although there is no guarantee that a school will ever be
completely safe from crime, NSSC recommends these general
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preventative security measures to lessen the chances of violence
occurring on campus:

School districts should coordinate a local school security
committee or task force comprised a school officials, law
enforcers, other youth-service providers, parents and
students. The committee should plan what safety measures
are needed and how they can be implemented, as well as
regularly review school safety and security measures.

School site administrators must acquire "crime-resictance
savvy" and take greater responsibility in working with the
school board and district to implement site security
programs.

Schools must develop a comprehensive crisis management plan
that incorporates resources available through other
community agencies.

A school communications network should be established that
links classrooms and schoolyard supervisors with the front
office or security staff as well as with local law
enforcement and fire departments.

School staff should be informed and regularly updated on
safety plans through in-service training. The training
should include not only the certified staff but also
classified staff, including part-time employees and
substitute teachers.

Parents and community volunteers should be used to help
patrol surrounding neighborhoods and supervise the campus
before, during and after school.

Access points to school grounds should be limited and
monitored during the school day. A single visitor entrance
should be supervised by a receptionist or security officer.
Visitors must sign in at the reception area and wear an
identification pass. Delivery entrarces used by vendors
also should be checked regularly.

Students should be tau'Tht to take responsibility for their
own safety by reporting suspicious individuals or unusual
activity on school grounds and by learning personal safety
and conflict-resolution techniques.

Schools should establish a curriculum committee to focus on
teaching students non-violence, pro-social skills, conflict
resolution, law-related education, and good decision making.
A school security committee also should be created to focus
on what safety measures need to be implemented and how that
can be accomplished.
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School administrators are faced with the challenge of addressing
legitimate fears without going to extremes that will damage their
campuses' academic atmosphere. Some of their specific responses
include:

Last spring, the chancellor of the New York City schools
announced that high school students who attacked school
employees or carried dangerous weapons would be expelled for
the rest of the school year.

At Fairfax Elementary School in Mentor, Ohio, teachers
prepare students to duck under their desks when they shout
"earthquake drill!" The phrase is a euphemism for the
horrific possibility of an armed intruder; the code is used
to keep from alarming children unnecessarily. In Oakland
and Los Angeles, teachers even conduct bullet drills,
training students how to take cover should gunfire erupt.

Several schools get parents involved in security. In
Winnetka, Illinois, where a mentally ill woman entered
unchallenged through an elementary school's rear entrance to
kill one boy and wound five others, mothers now take turns
sitting in the reception area and screening all visitors.
In Cornwall, New York, parents are paid to patrol the high
school halls. At Bassett High School in La Puente,
California, parent patrols have been used since 1981 and
crime has fallen by half.

School administrators at La Puente's Bassett High also
removed student lockers to eliminate hiding places for guns
or drugs. Other schools have banned baggy clothing and book
bags that can conceal weapons.

In addition to requiring that visitors wear badges, some
schools also issue every student an identification card
which is checked by security guards.

The San Diego Unified School District is gradually replacing
chain link fence with ornamental wrought iron. Security
Chief RaLcon explains, "Ornamental iron fencing beautifies
the campus. Since it doesn't give you the prison look, you
can make the fence higher and people don't care. We've gone
from 10 feet to 15 feet. You can't cut holes in ornamental
iron--you'd have to bring a torch!--and you can't climb
those fences as easily as chain link fences."

Rascon instituted another unusual security measure in 1974:
he turned out the schools' lights at night. "We had total
darkness in schools after hours and saved the district $2
million," he says. "It was a radical move because we had
been brainwashed by electric companies for years that the
more lights, the less cAme. We have proven that's wrong.
To the contrary, I think lights help a burglar to see so he
knows where the equipment is. We've told the community, if
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you see a light come on, call the police. And it clicks, it
really does. A dark and silent school is effective against
crimes of property."

Police officers in Greenwood, South Carolina, where a gunman
went on a killing rampage last fall, now "adopt" schools.
Officers regularly visit campuses, eating lunch with
students and walking the grounds.

In Detroit, police officers are stationed at high schools
and a 24-hour hotline is available for tipsters with
warnings about school violence. Other urban school
districts have found that a school police force serves as a
useful deterrent as well. "The streetwise kids know who the
police are and, if there are more police at the school
sites, your very presence makes a difference," says Joe
Elmore, a police officer with the San Diego Unified School
District. "They will not do things they would normally do
if you weren't around. The uniform and the police car have
a clear psychological effect."

Work with the juvenile court judge to develop court orders
that allow the school, law enforcement agencies and courts
to release information to each other regarding any minor who
is, or is believed to be, a gang member.

Even before the shooting at Cleveland Elementary School in
Stockton, California, school officials held frequent emergency
drills, a factor that helped when a real crisis occurred, says
principal Patricia Busher. "All children must be taught that if
they're on the playground or in the classroom and something makes
them feel uncomfortable or unsafe, they need to look for the
first adult and follow their directions," she says. "I'm quite
convinced that saves children's lives. When the shooting
occurred on our campus, there was no hysterical behavior on the
part of the children. They were very, very frightened and
traumatized, but they did follow the adults' directions. You
must really run a tight ship and treat your drill seriously."

Busher is currently working with nearby residents to establish a
neighborhood watch around the school; under this plan, people who
are often at home agree to notify police if they see suspicious
strangers near the school. She also suggests that every school
conduct a security analysis of its campus.

Tht Little Rock, Arkansas, school district established a task
force on safety and security shortly after one student was shot
and killed on campus and another student, in an unrelated
incident, was shot and wounded on a school bus. Among their
recommendations:

Maintain clean buildings and grounds, pruning overgrown
shrubs and trees to eliminate possible hiding places. Keep
windows in claesKoom doors free of posters. Install convex
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mirrors in blind halls so that administrators and teachers
can see around corners.

Establish a crime prevention club, similar to neighborhood
watch. Offer monetary rewards of $20 to $25 to students who
give an accurate tip on weapons in schools (while
maintaining the student's confidentiality).

Establish a neighborhood child protection strategy with
community members who volunteer their homes as safe houses
where children can ;o if they are threatened on the street
or at a bus stop.

Work with the prosecuting attorney to develop a timely
method of issuing warrants for juvenile offenders' arrests.

Other prevention strategies have been outlined in the School
Safety Check Book, published by the National School Safety
Center.

Preventing Crime through Environmental Design

If a school district is planning to build a new school,
architectu :al design can take security issues into account,
points our Dr. Robert Watson, superintendent of the Greenwood,
South Carolina, school district where two children were killed
and nine other people wounded by a teenage gunman.

"Thirty years ago, the concept of school safety was to lock the
doors and windows," he says. "Visual access by the school
supervisors is terribly important to maintaining control.
Schools need to be designed so that the supervisors have maximum
visual access and can see down several hallways from one point.
I think a school shaped like a wheel, with the supervisor's
office in the hub and halls radiating out like spokes, is the
best design. Also, windows need to be designed so that people
can use them for evacuation."

Timothy D. Crowe, author of Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design, points out that the traditional design
concepts used to deter crime--access control and surveillance
strategies--emphasized mechanical crime prevention techniques,
such 3:3 guards, locks, police patrols and lighting, and
overlooked use of the physical environment itself. Recently, a
shift has been made to prevent crime by using natural
opportunities presented by the environment.

Physical space can be evaluated by using the "Three-Ds" as a
guide: designation, definition and design. Specifically, he
would ask the following questions: Does the space clearly belong
to someone or some group? Is the intended use clearly defined?
Does the physical design match the intended use? Does the design
provide the means for normal users to naturally control the
activities, to control access and to provide surveillance?
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Crowe writes, "Natural access control and surveillance will
promote more responsiveness by users in protecting their
territory (e.g., more security awareness, reporting, reacting)
and promote greater perception of risk by offenders.°

RESPONDING TO A CRISIS

Despite these and similar precautions, however, the unthinkable- -
a bomb threat that turns out to be real, an adult intruder with a
gin- -does happen. Handling such emergencies effectively requires
planning and training. The most important step is to develop a
written crisis plan and to familiarize school staff with it.
Many of the following suggestions ha Te now been implemented Ly
school districts that have faced a cr...sis in the past.

Assigning Clear Roles

In developing a crisis plan, the first step is to assign specific
roles to individual staff members that they will take on if an
emergency occurs. Personnel should be designated:

To go to the hospital or emergency medical site where
insured students have been taken.

To oversee telephones and (...mputer datalines.

To inform administrators in other schools about the
emergency and how it is being dealt with.

To work witt the meeia.

To oversee transportation needs.

To assist in identifying students and adults who may be
injured or killed.

To review student and personnel records and notify parents
and spouses.

Administrators should describe in writing what needs to be done
and who is responsible for each task.

Also, keep on hand both a list of who has keys to which buildings
and a floor plan that shows room numbers and the locations of
windows, doors, storerooms, restrooms and offices.

Communications

Communications is one of the most critical problems
administrators face in an emergency. In a tense situation,
rumors multiply quickly and have the potential to panic students
and the public. Typically, school officials will have to
communicate accurate information to students, parents, staff, law
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enforcement personnel, emergency mxlical services, the media Eald
hospitals. The following equipment could prove vital, depending
on the nature of the crisis:

A modern interccal system so that the principal can
communicate with all classrooms from most school locations.
Beverly Cook, principal of Atlantic Shores Christian School
in Virginia Beach, Virginia, had to deal with a student who
brought a gun to school, shot a teacher and threatened a
classroom of other students. "When a library aide came into
the office and said that someone was shooting into a
classroom, the secretary called 911 and I went from room to
room, telling the children in each class to lie down," she
recalls. "Right now we're in the process of a building
program, and an intercom or some kind of communication
rys7411 will be a must because of the panic I felt at first
of how to let everyone know."

Cleveland Elementary's Patricia Busher concurs: "In our
case, all the adults exercised very good judgement. Nobody
panicked or tried to evacuate, but there were classrooms
with no intercoms hooked up and no way to communicate with
them immediately. Had those teachers acted differently, the
situation could have been far worse."

At least one private unlisted telephone line designated for
official use during an emergency. In addition, at least two
lines with published numbers available for public use.

A fax machine, a computer with a modem, and %I11 telephone
jacks so that alternate communication systems are available.

A portable telephone to use in case phone lines are
disabled.

A working bullhorn that can be used to communicate to large
groups of people.

A computer-based bulletin board system (BBS) that schools
can access through telephone modems.

An emergency communication kit that includes a local
telephone directory, a list of emergency telephone numbers,
a Fax machine, and computer telephone numbers.

Telephone recording equipment that can be used to tape a
phoned bomb threat.

Two-way radios to communicate with school personnel. Note,
however, that such radios should not be used after receiving
a bomb threat, since they can detonate electric blasting
caps.
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Bomb threats create special communication problems. Again, being
prepared is key to handling a bomb threat effectively.

Since most bcmb threats come by telephone, a standard Bomb Threat
Report Form should be created and kept handy for anyone likely to
receive such a threat. The form should include a checklist that
asks for the basics: where and when the threat was received, a
record of the threatening message, and a description of the
caller.

Because it's difficult to keep a cool head when faced with such a
threat, the form should also list some questions to be asked,
such as: Where is the bomb to explode? Where is the bomb right
now? What kind of bomb is it? What does it look like? Why did
you place the bomb? Where are you calling from? Who are you?
Although the caller probably will not answer every question,
asking them will give you more information and more time to
classify the voice.

The checklist should also include categories the answerer can
check off to describe the caller's voice: male/female, calm/
agitated, young/middle-aged/old, American/accented/disguised,
sure/unsure, giggling/sincere, slow/fast, loud/soft, normal/
stuttering/lisping/slurred/clear, or angry/crying/excited. The
answerer should also note if the voice sounded familiar and, if
so, who it sounded like, and what kind of background noise could
be heard.

Transportation

Staff training programs should include bus drivers, who might
have to transport students or adults in an evacuation. All
school buses should include an emergency information kit that has
writing paper, pens and pencils, and a current list of students
who ride the bus for each route.

Identification

Identification badges should be made for all district and school
staff who would be involved in handling an emergency. Staff
members should wear those badges throughout the crisis.

Also, the lames of injured students or employees being removed
from an emergency rite should be on a list kept at the site. The
names of the injuried should either be written on the back of a
hand or on a stick-on label which can be placed on their
clothing.

Train teachers to take their gradebooks or class rosters with
them if they leave the building in an emergency. Plan what
specific part of the campus teachers should take their students
to.

SCHOOL CRISIS PREVENTION AND RESPONSE (14) NSSC RESOURCE PAPER
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Establish a procedure by which children will be released to their
parents or guardians after calm is restored. "Reuniting children
with their parents took about three hours," recalls Cleveland
Elementary principal Busher. "We brought each class, one at a
time, into the 7s:1"_':1-purpose room and then called the parents of
the children r_ chat class to come in. It had to be agonizing
for the many p,-ents who had to wait and wait, but the
alternative is mass hysteria. You can't release a crowd of
hundreds of people. I also gave explicit directions that no
child could be taken by a parent unless they were signed out and
we verified that the child had been handed over to the
appropriate person, a parent or guardian."

Dealing with the Media

Administrators faced with a crisis will very quickly be faced by
members of the press as well. It's necessary both to he
sensitive to reporters' need to get information and communicate
it to the public and to consider students' safety and well-being.
Two principals who had to deal with the media--one when a
third-grade student at his school was killed, the other when a
female student was abducted and killed--offer the following
advice:

Keep statements brief and cover only the facts, not
opinions.

Maintain a positive attitude. Remember that the public has
a right and a need to understand what has happened.

Ignore abrasive personalities or statements made by
reporters.

Both principals were the spokesmen for their respective schools.
One allowed the media to talk to students and teachers if the
reporters stayed in front of the school and the students and
teachers were on their own time; the other did not give the press
access to parents, teachers or students.

According to Walter D. St. John, a high school principal and
communications consultant, other ways to prepare for media
attention include:

Compile a list of names, phone numbers and addresses of
media representatives and have a stack of addressed
envelopes ready to mail press releases.

Develop a fact sheet about the district and school to use as
a handout.

Maintain an adequate supply of news release forms.

Identify suitable facilities where reporters can work and
news conferences can be held.
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He adds, "Information should be shared as soon as possible, as
rumors and incorrect information spread amazingly quickly. If
there is undue delay, and if the public suspects a cover-up, the
resultant mistrust may destroy credibility. It is a good idea to
schedule regular briefings to update the media and to reassure
employees."

His tips on what not to do include:

Don't panic.

Don't lie or be perceived as covering up.

Don't overreact or exaggerate the situation, but don't
refuse to acknowledge its gravity either.

Don't try to avoid blame by using a scapegoat.

Don't argue with reporters.

Don't deviate from communications policy and agreed-upon
statements.

Don't bluff, ad-lib, or talk "off the record."

Don't delay sharing what information you have, but make sure
you are sharing facts.

Don't project a primary interest in protecting the school's
reputation at all cost.

THE AFTERMATH OF A CRISIS

The effects of a crisis often reverberate long after the incident
itself is over. School administrators must take a long-term view

dealing with a crisis, say mental health professionals. They
note that children need to talk about any crises they experience,
since expressing their frustration and fears, as well as trying
to understand why the event occurred, are important parts of the
healing process. In addition, educators and parents should
realize that many psychological symptoms associated wits.: trauma
may not appear for weeks or months after the incident.

Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms

Dr. Robert S. Pynoos, director of UCLA's Prevention Intervention
Program in Trauma, Violence and Sudden Bereavement in Childhood,
has counseled children who have experienced violence, including a
sniper attack and a hostage taking and bombing at separate
elementary schools. He writes: "Our findings provide strong
evidence that acute posttraumatic stress symptoms result from
violent life threat, and the severity is related to the extent of
)xposure to the threat or the witnessing of injury or death."
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Such symptoms include nightmares, startled reactions to loud
noises, the inability to concentrate in school, guilt over
survival or failure to intervene, and fears about a recurrence of
the traumatic incident. Some symptoms, such as guilt, may occur
whether or not the child was present during the incident.
Children have also complained of feeling less interest in play or
other usually enjoyable activities and of feeling more distant
from their parents or friends.

Young children may re-enact the experience in their play, while
older children may adopt risky behaviors in response to the
crisis. Students may also try to avoid the area where the
incident took place. Other reminders, not related to the
incident site, may also trigger anxiety. For example, seeing a
potential weapon, such as a kitchen knife, or blood from a minor
cut can act as a stimulus. A number of children and their
patents have reported that television violence can also serve as
a traumatic reminder.

Counseling can be offered indi%idually, with other family
members, and in the classroom. Teachers and school nurses can
help pinpoint students who need further help by observing changes
in classroom behavior or repeated trips to the nurse's office,
referring those students to counselors, and following the course
of seriously affected children. The most common behavioral
change is unexpected aggression, which can result in the
diagnosis of conduct disturbance. While not as usual, children
may also refuse to participate in class and exhibit other
inhibited behavior as a result of the trauma.

The Grief Process

Studies have shown that children mourn much as adults do: the
process of disbelief, anger and pain is similar and often lasts
for a year. However, children do experience grief somewhat
differently because of their age. Teachers and parents should be
aware of those differences in order to help children deal with
their feelings.

For example, children sometimes have dreams about a deceased
person that frighten them; they interpret the dream as a sign of
the return of the dead or the appearance of a ghost. Children
are often confused, frightened and disturbed by their grief
reactions but, unlike adults, they often don't talk about their
feelings with anyone. The process is complicated further when
children must deal with a violent death; in fact, overcoming the
trauma of witnessing a violent event can interfere with the grief
process.

It is important for teachers to talk with students in class about
death and their feelings of loss, and for parents to openly
acknowledge the loss and talk to their children about their
sadness or anger.
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Worry About Another

Children often feel extreme stress about the safety of parents,
siblings or friends during a violent incident. This can lead to
symptoms of separation anxiety, centered on the person they
worried about, after the incident is over. For example, a child
who was concerned about a sibling may secretly keep track of that
sibling's whereabouts, insist that the sibling not go out alone,
or panic if the sibling is out of sight.

If children are insecure about a parent's or sibling's safety,
they may become irritable with the other person, sometimes even
rejecting him or her, as a way of distancing themselves from the
painful feelings of worry. This can cause continued strife
within the family. Parents can help by reassuring their child
about. the safety of family members, being supportive when the
worries intensify, and encouraging the child to talk about his or
her feelings.

Setting Up Counseling Centers

According to mental health experts, schools should take certain
steps before, during and after an emergency situation, such as
determining what mental health resources will be available and
knowing which community and district mental health professionals
to call during an emergency, training school staff in grief
counseling, keeping the school open for counseling and
information the day of the incident and several days afterward,
and offering counseling services for weeks and months after the
event.

After the Stockton shooting, for example, the school opened a
counseling center for parents in a aearby church and set up a
24-hour hotline to take calls from families dealing with the
aftereffects of the tragedy. The shooting at Hubbard Woods
Elementary School in Winnetka, Illinois, took place near the end
of the school year. The school set up weekly meetings for the
parents for three weeks after the shooting where they could ask
questions about what to expect in terms of their own and their
children's emotional reactions to the incident. Several other
meetings were held throughout the summer as well.

Posttraumatic stress symptoms can last for as long as two years
after a crisis, a point that Cleveland Elementary principal
Busher emphasized: "I find that people who are removed from the
situation sometimes have a real lack of understanding. They feel
that the incident is over, so why are people not going on about
their lives, business as usual? That's really not possible."

A resurgence of symptoms can be triggered by anniversaries or
other school crises around the country. "We began the new school
year with a breakfast at the beach for all the parents and
children. We all watched the sunrise, kind of a new beginning.
And now we've dealt with May 20, the anniversary of the
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shooting," says Hubbard Woods Elementary principal Richard
Streedain. "But we did have some setbacks. The Stockton
shooting was real painful to the parents. It triggered a lot of
anxiety when one of these major events happened, which they
thought would never happen again."

It's important to remember that counseling should be offered to
school staff and officials as well as to parents and children.
As Dr. Pynoos notes, "The administrators' visibility is important
for providing a sense of security and stability. Because of
their high level of immediate responsibility, these leaders may
be at risk of a delayed response after the return to normal
school operations. Special care has to be given to providing
them appropriate psychological assistance at this later date."
He adds that children often carefully observe their teachers'
responses to an event, making staff recovery doubly important,
since it is necessary both in terms of their own welfare and that
of their students.

Emphasizing the School's Safety After a Crisis

If possible, school should reopen the day after a crisis, many
principals and administrators agree. "We wanted to let the
children know the school was safe and to begin dealing with the
tragedy," says Cleveland Elementary principal Busher. "I think
had we closed the school, it is likely that some people would
have been so traumatized with fear that it would have been very
difficult to get children back into school and there would have
been potential for a flight pattern." The school's maintenance
personnel worked all night to remove traces of the shooting so
that children would not see bloodstains or bullet holes the next
morning. Paying attention to physical details can also help
students deal with the trauma. Hubbard Woods Elementary
principal Streedain says, "We painted and carpeted the room where
the shooting took place and moved our classes around a little bit
so this doesn't get to be known as the second-grade classroom
where some kids got shot."

However, he adds that reassuring parents and children that their
school is still safe also depends on their perception of the
school before the crisis took place. "If the school has already
been perceived as a safe haven, you can revisit that, when you
have a crisis," he says. "The more people have a sense of real
genuine community, the more effective the healing will be."

SUICIDE CLUSTERS

In recent years, several cases of suiciie clusters involving
young people have received national attention and been the cause
of great concern. Although such clusters are not a single-
incident crisis, such as a shooting or bombing, they are
traumatic and have the potential to spin out of control if not
controlled quickly through the use of an established crisis plan.
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The Centers for Disease Control defines a suicide cluster as a
group of suicides or suicide attempts, or both, that occur closer
together in time and space than would normally be expected in a
given community. Although many think that clusters occur through
a process of "contagion"--in which suicides that occur later in
the cluster were influenced by the earlier suicides--this theory
has not been formally tested.

Some groups of suicides may occur at approximately the same time
simply by chance. However, even these pseudo-clusters can create
a crisis atmosphere in the communities in which they occur and
cause intense concern on the part of paLents, students, school
officials and others.

The CDC recommends that the following steps be taken to respond
to a suicide cluster:

A coordinating committee should be formed with individuals
from schools, public health and mental health agencies,
local government, suicide crisis centers and any other
appropriate organizations. The committee would be
responsible for developing a response plan and deciding when
to implement it. One agency should be designated as the
plan's "host agency;" the individual from that agency would
be responsible for establishing a notification mechanism,
maintaining the response plan, and calling committee
meetings.

The community should also identify and seek help from other
community resources, including hospitals and emergency
rooms, emergency medical services, local academic resources,
clergy, parents groups such as the PTA, survivor groups,
students, police and the media.

The CDC comments, "It is particularly important that
representatives of the local media be included in developing
the plan. . . .Although frequently perceived to be part of
the problem, the media can be part of the solution. If
representatives of the media are included in developing the
plan, it is far more likely that their legitimate need for
information can be satisfied without the sensationalism and
confusion that has often been associated with suicide
clusters."

The response plan should be used either when a suicide
cluster occurs in the community or when one or more deaths
from trauma occur (especially among adolescents or young
adults) that the coordinating committee members think may
influence others to attempt or complete suicide. The plan
may also be implemented because of an outside factor, such
as a local economic depression, which could lead to an
increased number of suicides.
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If the plan is to be implemented, each group involved should
be notified.

The crisis response should be conducted in a manner that
avoids glorifying the suicide victims and minimizes
sensationalism.

Persons who may be at high risk--including parents,
siblings, boyfriends/girlfriends and close friends--should
be identified and have at least one screening interview with
a trained counselor. They should be referred for further
counseling or other servines as needed.

A timely flow of accurate, appropriate information should be
provided to the media. One person should be appointed
information coordinator so that a single account of the
situation is presented. Although the suicide method should
be identified, the precise nature of the method used should
not be given in detail.

Environmental elements that might increase further suicides
or suicide attempts should be identified and changed. For
example, if the suicide victim jumped off a bridge, building
or cliff, barriers should be erected. If a victim committed
suicide by carbon monoxide poisoning in a particular garage,
access to the garage should be monitored.

Common characteristics among the victims in a suicide
cluster may bring up long-term issues that-should be
addressed. For example, if the victims were suspected
of having any problems, a system should be developed to give
help to troubled persons before they reach the stage of
suicidal behavior. If the victims tended to be outside the
community mainstream, efforts should be made to bring other
such people into the community.

James Walker, assistant superintendent of North Salem High School
in North Salen, New York, had to deal with the related suicides
of two high school seniors and found that it was helpful to
divide the senior class into small groups so that students could
discuss their feelings about the deaths. In addition, he met
with the school's peer counselors the morning before the first
death was announced and encouraged them to refer any students who
were having a particularly bad time dealing with the situation to
the appropriate adult counselors.

Finally, Walker suggests that other administrators who have to
deal with such a situation remember to pay attention to their
staff members' feelings, as well as the students' feelings. "It
was a tough time and our team of people--the counselors,
psychologists, the social worker and myself--were involved in
this over the course of several months," he says. "I wound up
bringing in someone to talk with us, not to learn more about
suicides, but to give us a chance to share our frustrations and
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feelings, to debriei a little bit, and to help us put things in
perspective."

Dr. David C. Clark, executive director of the Center for Suicide
Research and Prevention, offers school officials additional
advice about dealing with student suicides. "I think it is a
mistake for a school to close the day following a suicide. In
this way the students are left to :heir own devices at the
precise time when they are most upset and overwhelmed by their
feelings, and the opportunity for a rumor mill to greatly distort
the actual events is inadvertently encouraged," he writes.

"It is also a mistake to announce the suicide over the school
loudspeaker system. . . .The loudspeaker system is impersonal,
and ought not to be used in crisis situations unless it is
necessary for safety considerations. Use of the public address
system increases the likelihood that no one will have prepared
the school faculty for the announcement beforehand, increases the
likelihood that faculty will be as unprepared for catastrophic
announcements as the students, and thus minimizes the likelihood
that the faculty will be able to help exert a positive influence
on student reactions by way of example."

Dr. Clark also is opposed to awarding suicide victims posthumous
tributes, such as diplomas or varsity letters, or of eulogizing a
student who dies by suicide any differently than those who die in
other ways. Such actions can lead to the perception that the
school administration is condoning or sensationalizing the
suicide. Also, excusing students from school to attend the
funeral "may inadvertently encourage those not strongly affected
by the suicide to become more involved, promote free and
unsupervised time away from school when it will do the most harm,
and deprive school personnel of the opportunity to monitor
individual student reactions to the tragedy," he writes.

CONCLUSION

The possibility of an armed intruder, serious bomb threat or
suicide cluster may seem remote. But even without such a major
crisis, schools are subject to a number of other potentially
disruptive events. Being prepared for crises can enhance the
school's effectiveness in responding to smaller incidents. These
tragic examples of just the last few years show that no
school--large or small, rural or urban--is immune to such crises.
To protect against an intruder armed with a gun or a bomb, school
administrators should analyze and, when necessary, redesign their
campuses to make illegal entry as difficult as possible and
should develop a crisis plan so that each staff member knows what
to do in an emergency. To prevent suicide clusters, school
officials must coordinate community agencies and learn the moat
psychologically effective ways to deal with a student's deatb.
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It is an unfortunate fact of modern life that we can no longer
assume that schools are sanctuaries. Today's challenge is to
protect students as much as possible in an increasingly violent
world.

RESOURCES

Organizations

Prevention Intervention Program in Trauma, Violence and Sudden
Bereavement in Childhood
UCLA Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences
750 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024
213/206-8973
Dr. Robert S. Pynoos, director

The Center for Suicide Research and Prevention
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center
1720 West Polk St.
Chicago, IL 60612
312/942-7208
Dr. David C. Clark, executive director

The National Committee on Youth Suicide Prevention
666 Fifth Avenue, 13th Floor
New York, NY 10103
212/247-6910

Youth Suicide National Center
1825 Eye Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006
202/429-2016

American Association of Suicidology
2459 South Ash Street
Denver, CO 80222
303/692-0985

Department of Health and Human Services
Public Health Service
Centers for Disease Control
Atlanta, GA 30333

Publications

Bomb and Physical Security Planning, available at no cost from
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, Department of the
Treasury, Room 2209, 1200 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20226, (202) 566-7395.

Castaldi, Basil. Educational Facilities, 3rd ed. Newton, MA:
Allyn and Bacon, 1987.
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Senators Unveil
2 Bills To Bolster
Teaching Ranks

Measures Advocate Use
Of Financial Incentives

By Peter West

WarsurratorsCalling teaching a imo-
Wien in crisis,' Senate Democratic les&
en lest week put forward a major legisbi-
live pathos* of financial incentives and
ether programs aimed at encouraging
young people to Join the ranks of the m-
ac n's

The wpm! was introduced in the km
dime bips, msasored by Senates Edward
M Kesmody of Mamachuestre, dialnoan of
the labor and Human Rama* Commit-
tee, and Mame Pell of Rhode island,
chairmen of the panel's education subcom-
mittee.

The measures, which call hr a total d
$700 willies ie new biers] mending in
their kit yeer, wadi use financialossis-
tame sad less-kgiveness prepense to in-
come the number ef college graduates,
particularly mssabers of minority groups,
whs eats, the preksion.

Both bills ales seek to reduce the short-
age equalled teachers in poor and urban
school diatricte in addition, Senator Ken-
nedy's plan would attempt to encourage
woman teachers to stay in the field

The two bills are designed to be comple-
mentary, rather than competing, but they
cover some comma points. In morn of the
areas in which they overlap, Senator Pell's
bill would provide more generous Lading
levels than does Senator Kennedy's.

Contusaed on Pogo 22

Summit's Promise: 'Social Compact' for Reforms
Bush and Governors
Pledge National Goals
And Accountability

By Julie A. Mike

I

ProMant km micamnevanms at Ms sort of Ike eisceden seemmk.

`Crisis Consultants' Share Lessons
They Learned From School Violence

By We Jennings

New Yam CrryThe room Columbia
University here lam week was completely
Nike. except for the sound of traffic out-
side, as Patricia Boehm, a Stockton. Odd.,
pried*, recalled the moment last Janu-
ary when a gunman opened fire with a
mod-automatic vibe on her school's play-
ground.

When the firing mopped at Cleveland El-
amentary School, five students were dead
and 30 others were wounded.

'Somehow, you separate yourself from
yourself, and you can do what you have to
do, even though you're literally stuffing
someone's intestines beck into his body,"

Ma }bather said quietly.
Living with the memories may take the

most strength, she said. Me have seen
more blood and mutilation than wooe
would ever want to sea in a lifetime."

Heeds around the room nodded in agree-
ment and sympathynot because the
school officials present had hoard the story
before, but because they had lived it

This was an unprecedented meeting of
principals, administrators, and others
who, in recent years, have had to deal with
a violent event at school: children and
teachers taken hostage, bombs exploding,
students killing teachers and each other,
and armed intruders shooting randomly

Continued on Page 27
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`National Schoolhouse' Rings In Its 2nd Generation
By Mark Walsh

New Yalta Car When 'Sesame Street" de-s

Big Bird of "Sewing Strom"

buted on public tide/ellen in 1969, its goals were
relatively modest: to bads preschoolers the alpha-

bst and numbers up to 10.
Net month, the show will launch its 21st season

with a "statement of inetrudionel gosh" that runs to
90 pagesand includes such topics as

ecology. geography, and computer
terms.

Planners for the tread-setting
experiment in televised teaming
are quick to my, however, that
only the show's educational bori-

moms are adjusted to wit the timer, never its basic for-
mula.

Conceived as a cross between the late-1960's most
popular TV show,"Rowen and Martin's laugh in,' and
reed that era's most ambitious social progmms, Head

Children's Ilekvidosu Fleet of two perk.
Start. "Sesame Street' has become a cultural staple,
pining a viewership that far outstrips the original ex-
pectations of its creators.

"Sesame Street' is the first nationsl schoolhouse,'
boosts David V.B. Britt, president of Children's 'Nevi-
don Workshop, the nonprofit opinosny that produces
the show. "We probably have 40 million graduates, and

Continued on Page 24

Also in tho news

5 Wesel Onerellcy Model
The highly praised eel"
Arundel County. Md., plan
alb for stiff sandlot*

5 Huge's daemons Omni.
The Carolina hurricane left a
staggenng school-repair
bill in its wake.

14 Utah Teachers Boycott
Protesting the use of a budget
surplus for tax cuts, they
close most districts

c;

VA.P1111114111t Bush
and the nation's governors walked away
from last week's education summit with an
unprecedented agreement to establish na-
tional pediment* goals and to engineer a
radical restructuring of America's 'duo-
denal system.

Said Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas, one of
a heedful governors who negotiated di-
rectly with White Hovi officials on the
two-day summit and its reduce:

"This is the km time a President and
governors have ever stead berme the
AMAMI people and said: 'Not only are we
going to set utilesl perbnnance gosh,
which are ambitious, not only are we going
to develop strategies to achieve them, but
we stand has before you and tell you we
expect to be held personally accountable for
the program we make in moving this men-

Crossroads
At Charlottesville

try to a brighter future." "
If that domn't make this a happy day, I

don't know what does," he said.
President Bush promised that he and his

Administration would "follow up in every
way possible' on the commitments made
lest week, and he called on the AJIMIC110
people to pin the crusade.

"A social compact begins today in Char-
lottesville, a compact between parents,

Continued on Page 10

Equal-Access Suit,
Desegregation Cases
Top Court Calendar

By William Bolder

WsmemorcwThe va Supreme Court
opens its 1960-SO amnion this week with a
docket featuring a case that could open
schoolhouse doors to religiously enacted
student groups, and two cases that test the
limits of forkral courts' authonty to enforce
desegregation orders.

But most public attention during the
term is expected to focus on a series of abor-
tion cues, including two that offer conflict-
ing rulings on the constitutionality of state
laws requiring parental notification before
abortions can be performed on minors.

States affected by the Court's nding this
spring mandating equal tax treatment for
federal, state, and local pensioners will be
closely watching two cases that could deter-
mine whether they must pwide retroac-
tive tax refunds to federal retirees An ad-
verse decision could met the states billions
of donate and pressure them to tram their

Coalman, on Page 23
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School officials by to
cope with an increasing
number of students who

bring weapons on
campus.

3) Michael Fitzgerald
Th. Stockton Redd

children flock onto the
grounds of Cleveland
Elementary School these

mornings. they pass a uniformed
guard

He is a Stockton Unified School
District campus police officer. He is
unarmed But he is a guard a
reminder of the Jan 17 shootings at
the school and evidence that
attitudes about school security are
changing

"It ass an amendment to the
California Constitution that sale
schools are a constitutional rieit:'
said Stockton Unified Public
Information Officer John Mee. We
take that very. very seriously."

So do parents, teachers and
politicians AU are asking Are our
schools salt' The answer is
complkAted It involves more than
lust schools It involves a changing
world in whkh the little red
schoolhouse may need a patrolled
perimeter

The third annual School Crime
Report. released this week by state

Ise COM .A.t

A

...

APO

neon ono to CALM TM notion

ON-CAMPUS AMP: KM Cook a Madden Untied student at ttatneton KO" School on charges cil pos.
School DIskiet pollee cow. aroma mis eignIngrade sassing a weapon

E1/101ENCE Polo said the
student was carrying INo torn
sorneutonstic hanqun.

School rules complicate security
By Dam Nichols
To Saxton Record

Don Swartz has his service
pistol on his hip when his shift
begins at 7 a.m.

The weapon stays at his side most
of the morning as the Stockton
Unified School DI.drict security officer
cruises put schools In his north
Stockton territory, checking knees
and watching foe suspicious cars.

During the neat dangerous hour of
his day the I l:00 a.m, to noon

lunch period at Stagg High School
Swirls locks his gun in the car s trunk

That gus. locked out ol reach.
symbolizes the conflicting pressures
being felt by today's campus police
officers They have the same legal
status and fete the same dangers as
city police (dicers, but must do their
crime-fighting wording to the rules
established by school tradition

Stockton Unified policy requires
Sward and other officers to be tan

eN POUCII 141
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LCRIME
Contless. Ow A4
Superiateadentel Public lestmelloa
Morel{, showed some types of school
Crime decanted UM It weed an M

,Crosse le the amber of weapons on
Campus and assoulls agates. Modals
Mao showed that problems In the steal ,
middle wheels am on Me floe.

"I Mak that everybody thought
schools were ode. but maybe they're am

said Mlle lime. presidest of lisisiDoetedo
as sale as we haw takes lot

Demeatary Schoofs PareaTewher At,

1

Bowe and ether parents were Mete.
and March 31 when a 7yeariati par
dent told mahoriti,.. had mooed a
wouldbe abductor on the El Dorado
playground

Sown formed the El Dorado Parent
teel

maatie( to see how main people
our campus." Bovee sailthrough
& Aduks e/OSSIO. to the

add shoed Other adults pen
ear. tat die outside stilettos's rem-

ise back he their ear and lews. I
think anybody was aware of that

I

%rootless put focus on safer)

he Cleveland School ahoollnis NI
which live children were killed and 30
Ohm people were wounded by gunman
Patna Edward Purdy and hundreds
*MIMI Incidents around the country
did more than raise awareness of school
waserabffity. said Stuart Greenbaum.
communwatioos detector for the Noon.
al School Safety teeter in Encino

"R has champed the Issue of school
'aft from Trying to promote awareness
So the nest step of tr to deal with it."
tweenbaum said "People now appre-
ciate that we do need to do things to
make schools safer.

'a probably Whine you can do
II out NM Purdy picks a particular

ard decides to do Ms killing
"Alnenbauni said "But there are

where somebody like Purdy
and sees adults and says. 'Jets. it

too WO to get In them.

and pope wee the Purdy
however.

school is being
by drug dealers, gang

papists. molesters and kidnap.
...."

&Ili don't come from Ottani-
pus. Ong abuse. songs and weapons are
present la the schools.

Arcbileeti pert of plow

Biddy Is an Increasing concern for
stale architects who review school de-

:Talehael Chambers, a senior architect
St the School ?willies PlanningWives:::

Iff re wee Department of
,said oat new
Khali b sitozelne 'we o; esee II con.

Ileola the major er dances and es is and.
rerkePe. die sch Jars main cortfix

11' someone who's uotnown to the
secretary or Widest whoever enters.

ithefse spotted.' CYanben said

--amp

'I think that everybody
thought sclvols were

fee but ma,fbe they're
of as safe as tie have
ken for granted.

Kobe Bombe, president
of El Dorado Elementary

School's PTA

New technology is being introduced
State designers are looking into radio
beepers that gow playground monitors
to send an alai: to the Owe two way
radon and even clip on motion deter
tors that trigger an alarm el the play.
ground monitor ceases motion wale.
Nagy,

Many schools hoe integrated commu-
nication systems that run the K hoot
dock, bell. radio and alarm Two way
radio can be added to these systems.
Chambers said

An architect who designed a highse.
curdy school for a Los Ample* neigh-
borhood where 13 street genes exist said
teams sad walls anal the answer.

"As a dealper. I think that. I you start
making prisms emAnnunent with I. so
10loohigh knees It certainly changes

'the character of Oa school and the goal-
* of the experience that 'Went, have
twhile at the school." said irk Midwre.

ofproject
manager el the Steinberg Group

San Jose.

Midiere was depressed when col.
leagues dimming the design of an Oak

And school mentioned the installation of
Ink Mowers had been discussed

think the opts campus Is the pee.
Maid model.- Midi/re said. "To create a
compound may be netes&sey but it's on-
lonunate. Pa's not what this country
about."

Monet is a problem

Another problem is money

California has roughly 7.500 schools
agnd
est

44 Wilk* studeats sad the big.
stodent population explosion since

the postwar baby boom. Schools are
bulging with 120.11011 to 130.090 more Mu
dents each year The system must build
I I new &mousse gay lust to keep up

The Khoo. system also
Waned

has a 10-yr.as r
history of what is to 'windy ass
"deferred isalowasece

I I
I think the open
campus is the
preferred model. To
create a compound
may be necessary. But
It's unfortunate. It's not
what this country is
about.

ff

Eric Were.
architect and school designer

Even a bestwase scenario lot the na,
sage of school bonds dorm t tom,
California Hosing enough irony ever. I.
Maintain the toil of service II now or
Mrs

The security aspect is basically add
ing a new burden to an already overbur
dened system. said William L nuke.% s
er, a special assistant to Hones

He said that IS why "you can't draw
this artificial line between society and
schools Schools minor a lot of society
problem and a lot of the problems spill
over the property line both ways

Soon after Honig took office in 1983
he instituted a training program that
Wahl school officials to think of schenl
and urban crime as interrelated

When police. at the urging of Orange
County school officials. 'Monett truant,
laws. daytime burtlarlee d
When a West Cosi% principal repotted
that a nearby oflwan pus doughnut shop
vat a dries tralloclur g center, the police
crackdown reduced ampss drug traffic

%skewer am what reedy might make
schools sake is a reliable. if older. piece
of lechnokly an involved parent

The ID Dorado Parent Patrol has yelled
a meeting toe Thursday Stockton Unified
School OW7Ict Poke Chief William Co
roll and others will be on hand as pawn
Is present a diagram of what they see as
El Dorado's securer deficiencies

"We're still concerned and we re going
to harass whoever it takes to get
done," loves said -We're going to nits
with o"

1



POLICE
Cmilwarml item A-I
armed when they balk onto a campus.
About twice a month. on the average.
Swan: knows he will come lace to lace
with a student often a gang member

who is carrying a gun
Swans is one of five peace officers in

the Stockton Unified School District
The chum has the largest school po-

lice force in San Joaquin County: a chief.
live officers and a lourperson clerical
staff

This month. the district Increased the
force by hiring We temporary security
guards from a private contractor.

Even this expanded torte is stretched
almost to the tweaking point by the de-
mands of the district's 21.000 students.
teachers and Mall, said district Police
Chief William Conch

Stockton Unified Poke MOM to
keep up with the shaft sisal coMtia
and tactics of 100 youth pap,
every day. they cooliscat balms anq
brass knuckles. investiptevhadallsoi
and thefts and witness the ravages of .
drug and alcohol abuse

Stockton Unified police officers logged
I.550 trine reports and answered 14.000
calls last year.

The geographic Mae of the district
makes the lob even tougher the 52
school sites are spread Over a X-Square.
mile area that stretches all and west
past the Stockton city Oahe I

T'he only other school police lor.e
that rivals Stockton Unitises is Lodi 'Jai
lied a. The Lodi district has two Amy
officers. One, OM George Elks. cameo,
ly Is on

ob
battens leave because of

healprth lems.
Other school districts In Sas=rely on city pollee or

to handle serious crimes. is
pantry security guards me hired toe spa
dal event. to prevent vandalism at
weekends

In Manteca Unified School District
where stealing and smashing pumpkins
is an autumn tradition amlifirl teenagers

security guards are hired to =
high schools on Halloween. said
%Masi*, director of special servkles
for the district

In the past three years. only ate
has been found on a Manteca
campus. Whiteside said. it wasn't Model

Tracy and Lodi schools report similar.
ly low rates of crime involvils weapons.
We have not been afflicted, Whiteside

said
Stockton is afflicted
Swirls agreed to allow a reporter to

ride along and get a Bret -hand look at
the Stockton schools bee. during the
peak crime hours of 10 a in to noon ea
March 17. Officer William Rome whose
beat covers southwest Stockton. also
agreed to have a reporter ride with him

ISIS as Inside the laded
brown mobile home that serves as dis-
trict police headquarters. Swans and Ito.
sas shake their heads in wonder at an
enormous shotgun Roses found the day
before

The gun is so long it won't tit inside

Crime in school
School MM. In San Joaquin County "MY Mira fele he sham. Thi
tamps from potty vandalism to following apes for HU are Irani
gantrolated violence Miro/sing uti of district come reports titt each district
imams. Allhotnit the most violent must submit to the stale Department of
Mimes are concentraust in Stockton. Education

Assaults Substance
abuse

Our Knits Theft se
vandalism
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the 'videos* locker. Romps Mond the gun
In as Iyearits car at. Came High
School. The gum weal loaded. .

1635 net. Swans cruises North
Is make a check at Pulliam ID
emestars The day before, a gime
of Southeast Asian boys der* lore a
gold chain from the neck ol a mother
who was walking her child,' school.

"The Southeast Asian sag community
Is probably the moat mobile of alt the
gangs." Swarm add. He circles Pulliam.
scatting side streets and parking lots
for a battered tea sedan the suspects
reportedly used the day of the crime

The car radio crackles with inform'.
lion. The "egistered owner of the sedan
spotted at the scene of the crime has a
mart./Was name and lives In another

"Could be stolen." Swans said. "Cr
maybe the hanskr of registration hasn't
gone through yet."

11 am. Pounding auk Nils the
air at Stag High Students ol all races
scut their stuff through the center of the
campus.

Swans dives into the sae, offering a
wave, a mode and a Joke to the students
he passes. Some are student body hag
en he knows from giving talks on drug
abuse. Other s, dents know him because
they have worn his handcuffs

It's best it I deal with them on a
friendly level before I have to deal with
them on an enforcement level: Swans
said.

Swans spots a group of three boys.
known gang members, standing Ma hod.
die One of the boys is taPPh`e the palm
of his left hand, giving directions

"Anything going one' Sian asks
Instantly. all eyes are on Swartis

we
V.

"No. nothing is going on.' one of the
how::0412.

dna violence by keeping a high
profile is 10 _percent el the Mb. Swartz
said later "Whatever they were planning
won't happen today."

11A sum. Swans passe te the
"sanctuary," Ida name lot the none at the
center of campus It is a circular knoll in
from of the library. where a conserved
vely dressed group of mostly white stu-
dents eats hutch

"This is where the kids come who
don't want to mess with anybody or get
messed with Swart: said

Swan's walkie-tallue spits out an ur
gent message: a fight on the apposite
side of campus. He sprints the &lance.
slimming around buildings and ml
dies

it W a false alarm A yard monitol mis-
took a birthday *emboli lot the begin-
ning of a prig rwnbla

"I don't like to have lo fun like aid.-
Swans said, out of bomb. "It attracts a
lot of anemias"

12:39 p.m Sack at headquarters.
Rosas has a very dna* Edison student
M the holding tank. "English 000 Malt
Liquor." Rosas said

The student is charged with being
drunk on campus and assa.dting an olio.
ter The Juvenile Justice Center in
French Camp is full so Roses will cite
the boy and drive him to his grandmoth
er's house in south Stockton

The mandroother shakes her head and
sighs when the boy comes In the door

"I'll keep an eye oe km. try to help get
hum straightened out." Rosas tells her

2 p.a Roam strides across the
Edison mamma warm' walls that are
painted almost daily Is cover gang graffi-
ti He looks for fresh messages that could
tip him till to gang actreity

"They see the movie they like it and
they do exactly whim they see in the
movies: Rows said

"Colors," a 1911 Am about Clips and
Bloods. Inspired a spun of gang activity
In Stockton. Room &&31

II la the lbal Ws of the
school day, Kass Mee& up a hallway
ItstfighL After the bell, be flips on
his pool me lights md roars a block
south on I Dotado Sliest to where a
crowd of students Mims Wbe peering

lor a "sang bang" caniamporary 'twig
lor what wed to be kamen as a nimble.

4 The day ads withal any wafer via
Uwe, which to unusual lot a friday. Ito.
tut said

, rldm me the worst days."
4teljseillirill'aegfe. lie,. the week.
cars coming tool ualch me.%
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nellas Park
Bulletin: Allen Dies

Richard Allen, the assistant
principal of Pinellas Park Huh
School who was shot in the head
by a student, Thursday, Feb II,
was pronounced dead at
Regrow Medical Center at 1:10
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. I/.

amonotimo Nourepaper Published Every Ifinsuloy far the People of Pinellas Pewit. Kenneth City and Summating Area
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age Rules After School Shootings
'OHS Is Now
A Shattered
Community
By seen KAMINSKI
News Ulm

Om Pinellas Park High School
adminiserdor is dead. after a
week of NNW* on a life well
port system. His family had been
told to "aped the worst."

Two other faculty members. am
adenialetntor mod a college fa-
teen, are recovering from bed
wounds.

Two 13-mar-old Pinnies Park
boys are in jell, charged with
maids counts of attempted
. order. Goa of which will sow be
upgraded to murder.

Sadists mid teachers who
whammed the canny, are hand
that more Adam wtl happm.

Aad harked" of friglumed
sweets believe that the public_
school where theit Middle head
their days cannot protect their
lives.

One week after the deskat day
Is the 12-year history of Phlegm
Park High School Thursday.
Feb. II, 19611 the legacy of
learning km turned to fear.
distrust and coafrontation.

A Trespasser
At II:31 am. last Thursday

Pinellas Park police
a call from the school re-

questing assistance to evict a
trespasser.

When Wows arrived at the
school, they were confronted by

Plane ere SHOOTING. pose 6
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Graffiti Becomes Ominous Omen
By JOHN KAMINSKI
News Mee

When school officials arrived at Pinellas Park
High School early Friday morning, they found
that Thursday's tragic shooting incident had not
MI ended.

Scrawled on a sidewalk in front of the building
wet some vicious graffiti,- **Pinellas Park bullets
who's next?"

Even worse, the name of a teacher who
reportedly would Or next was scrawled in a boys'
restroom. School officials quickly washed away
the epithets and most students never saw them.

Leaders Try to Soothe
Redevelopment Fears
BY JUDSON BAILEY
Filter
sad VICTOR MORGAN
Mangle( EON

(34. rrwwww0/9. Ones 14.17)
Foe three hours last Thursday

e ight. Pinellas Park's City Hall
echoed with the discontent of an
overflow crowd of citizens who
had cane to a public hearing on
plans for Downtown Redevelop

and that was only the

of-aredlniated mama of 300
Peedie. only 134 could be moms-
modeled is City Cassell
Cluasbers sad 30 wee ebb

le the inieonlyrophone to
Masa about drat

41051111ght and other dorm-
maim of their hometown.

hod aril ladfferent.
*Mann crowded the
. MI mi same room
Merida sass aid

Presided kW* is-
drams being

do
pispid oat

11111ed ed-

Council was ready for the big
turnout and placed the sensitive
issue first an the agenda, but it
already had decided that no
single meeting would be sail-
dent to hear all the opinions.

Mayor Cecil W. Bradbury an-
n ounced repeatedly during the
meeting that efforts were being
made to obtain the Plumbers I
Sleamfinas Union Hall, or some
other ample location, for another
hearing oa March IS and that ad-
ditional hearings would be held
over as Mae a period of time as
n eeded to let all interested
&lam pink:1pm.

M a mak the Mayor meowed
to limit speaking at the first sm-

. ski to people who were pram
and 'NW net rows March IS,
bet she tide of swim swelled
WV be finally shut off this open.
lag plasm of the hearings et
Mout 1010 Is order to MOW
other seindoltd beams.

to

Most of the makers wars alt
Me MIDEVIELOPMENT. pep II

Parents at Monday night's turbulent meeting
knew about it, but school officials didn't mention
the sequel.

What school officials haven't mentioned is ex-
actly what has upset many parents of students at
Pinellas Park High.

"We live on rumors from our children," said
one, the last parent who spoke before Mrs. Hem-
inger cut off the dialogue.

"Five weeks ago we heard a student was killed
he:: Was that true? We wanted to pull our
daughter out of school then."

Pima see GRAFFM. page
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Parents Go
On Warpath,
Meet Sunday
By JOHN KAMINSKI
News Editor

Angry parents will meet Sun-
day, Feb. 21, at t p.m. in the
Holiday Inn at St. Petersburg/
Clearwater International Airport
to vent their rage and grope for
solutions to what some see as a
lack of safeguards for students at
Pinellas Park High School.

More than 1,000 Ides: lamm-
ed the hash school 11114:11110111.1T
Monday night to hear PPHS
Principal Marilyn Hemmed's to-
planation of what happened
Thursday, Feb. II at the school,
when three leachers were shot by
a 13-year-old student.

Parent fears tweed into
*wrap whom the meeting was
ended abruptly after it turned in-
to a free-for-all shouting match.

At the beginning it appeared
that Mrs. Haninger would calm
the fears of parents She offered
to stay till 1 a.m, if necessary to
answer all their questions, but the
principal cut off the dialogue
after only II parents spoke She
was escorted from the auditorium
by school security personnel

"Both whites and blacks are
being beaten up regularly around
this school What's being done
about it?" one angry black
parent demanded to know.

"I didn't come here for
.unseling," shouted another

p rent. "I came here for
Please see PARENTS, page 6

Plane Crash Is Fatal
To City Businessman
Ng VICTOR
Muses' Editor

A successful Pinellas Park
businessman and a St. Petersburg
executive were killed instantly
Tuesday. Feb. 16 when their twin
cosine aircraft spun out of con-
trol into a Dunedin yard, ex-
ploding and catching a house on
fire.

A pet dog in M house also was
killed. No ..se else was,hun.

Dead are Gary T. Session, 40
president of AIM Supply, Inc..
6701-90th Ave.. Pinellas Park,
and John L 43. project
coordinator for Itsmita's Lan-
ding, a huge, residential.
ronaurnt aad Mopping comets%
em Indian Rods leach.

Sesnon's Rua is a member of
the Greater Pinellas Park
Chamber of Commerce.

A da*ter. Kerrie is a junior
ax loMeft Perk High School.
Her old :r sister. Debra.

LadrCiemordlag to school af-
front the same school

&Ash.
The Beechcraft Barron.

registered to Session, went 'own
about 7:13 p m Tuesday, hitting
the front yard upside down
Witnesses said the fuel tanks then
exploded and set fire to a home
owned by Thomas and Sandra
Moore, 1194 Ranchwood Drive
The Mooro's were not at home

The crash acme is about eight
miles from the St. Petersburg-
aearvfmer International Airport
where Session kept the plane, ac-
cording to Federal Aviation Ad-
ministratioa aid National
Transporiasioa Safety Board of.
ficiah investigating the disaster.

According to FAA spokesman
Jack luta la Atlanta, the air-
craft was in the process of mak-
Ing a Rani approach to the air-
port when k went down.

An NTSB official in Miami
told the NEWS what preceded
the crash.

"Tampa approach control was
Phase see PLANE. mg* 3
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SHOOTING,
two boys runniest out the front
door, shooting as them. Officers
returned fire, superficially wos-
ding one boy, who surrendered.
The other boy got away.

The terrible scene was only a
chilling preview of what the
police found Inside a few
moments later.

Assistant Principal Richard
$3, was shot Ia the had

and unconcious on the flea of
the edemas, a huge high-odliag
lobby area that wadies muck of
tbe width of the high school.

Assistant Principal Nancy
Blackwelder. 33, was shot at least
twice (the cumber of her wooeds
remains I. contention), lying on
the floor but conscious.

Phys. ed. teacher Joseph doz.
sae, rt. an lama from the
University of South Florida. was
slightly warded in the leg.

Bewildered and dazed.
modems were crying and teachers
were borriflal. Peek quickly
spread throughout the Pinellas
County educations community
via shortwave radio when it was
learned that one of the two alleg-
ed papas: on of the aims had
escaped. Teachers In other
schools, many of whom had ;heir
own dildres as students at
Pinellas Park High School. Mao
locking the doors of thi.4r
schools.

A Standoff
Jason Harlem. the IS-yea-old

who fired all the shots at
teachers, didn't get away. He was
grazed by one of nine shots fired
by Pinellas Park police and ar-
rested at the scene. It was later
learned he had previously been
under psyeblauic awe.

B ut Jason McCoy. the other
13-yea-old whose gun was con-
fiscated by Assistant Principal
Glenn Bailey before he got a
chance to flee k, did get sway and
was on the lane for almost two
bows. It was later learned he had
been suspended from school the
day before.

Police quickly determined Um
he had fled to the have of his
former girlfriend at 9960Shb
Way in Pinellas Park and Mt-
rounded the house. After an hour
of standoff, he surrendered to
PPHS School Resource Officer
Leroy Kelly.

Kelly was not at the school w
the time of the shootings. He had
been absent a third straight day
with a bad use of the flu, but im-
mediately came on duty when ap-
prised of Ole violence.

McCoy surrendered to Kelly
because, unlike any of the other
officers surrounding the house.
he knew h s face. But the credit
for getting McCoy to decide to
surrender was given to Sgt.
rsorene Thomas, who talked with
Maur for about an hour on the
telephone and convinced him.
Coincidentally. Sgt. Thomas was
this week named Pinellas Pell
officer of the year. (see story.
pee IV

Hatless was charged with five
counts of attempted murder, for
his shots at the three school of-
ficials and the two officers. Mc-
Coy was charged with three
counts of attempted murder for
his complicity in the shootings.
B oth were charged with one
count of armed burglary, for
soft the guns (ad S$- caliber

)Coin m the home of
Pinthas ty Deputy Sheriff
Charles Parker, whom me was
ea mealatanee of the two
IMMO&
WIlat Actially Hapytnen

P Priedpal Marilyn Ha-
Weer

PHS
provided more than L000

poems wish thr school's ofildd
vadat of Id. events of Thurs-
day, Feb. I. a stormy meeting
for proms at the high school the
r 1. e.et

But parents who received dif-
ferent reports from their
children, and other students, of-
fend conflicting versions of what
happened. (See reload story. NI-
S+ right, Pete 1)

Mrs. Heminger described "the
series of events that interrupted
our lives and devastated our feel-
Inge":

Assistant Principal Bailey was
told by a student that Jason Mc.
Coy had a gun Ia his locker and
posted fellow assistant prlsdpal
Mildred Reed us paid the locker
while be and Nancy Blackwelder
went looking for McCoy.

When Mrs. Blackwelder
pointed him out, Salley asked
McCoy to come to the office with
him, It was then that Sala
realized McCoy's gun was ea M
his locker, but in his belt.

The trim, athletic Balky
wrestled McCoy to the floor and
grabbed the pa. Mrs. Black-
welder and mensal principal
Richard Allen held onto McCoy
while Bailey took th . gun to the
office for safekemk,

Mrs. Heminger later summed
up the situation, "'Ilse bottom
line was that no one kaew there
was a second gun or a seated stu-
dent involved," she told parents,
her voice cracking with emotion.

(As It turned out, there was a
third gun, confiscated by police
from McCoy at the house to
which be escaped.)

Intern Joseph Bloznalis, a
young rugged athletic h,
thought Jason Harlots had a toy
gun as be carne upon the scene
and wrapped him m a bear bug.
With his hands pinned at his
sides. Hatless shot down and
nicked !Somalis in the kw. The
intern fell to the floor.

Mn. Heather said Hatless
then fired ewe at Ada. bluing

Pismo see SHOOTING. pee 7
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I TOLD YOU TO STAY SACK! Maass Park
Pollee Patedsams Wank Celesta orders Tempe
Tame phomeaphers Tea L. Cheek left sad
Ince Hosting, leer, es retreat from the seem of

GRAFFITL,,

t he aellee The day at Pinelles Pert High. Col
owes showed a flask of MEW when reistrated by
repeated attempts of media representatives to get
closer to the scene, YAWS Pease t JONA ILAMIRSIII

Mrs. Hemlner. appearing weakened by the
Wales of mania from the angry wenn. had
admitted some incidents about guns and students
had not been reported to the press and responded,
that wesa't to say we were hying to hide tWw."

She ineedesed the hays of lumens sonMen-
SIND."

The parent retorted: 'We NEED to know
what's going on beret"

Other paints talked of metal detectors and
odioreoefollos officers being assigned to duty at the

The issue of authot MCIITIV/ at the 12-Yerread
MO school degenerated into fear and mistrust
Ott Mondav's nwroina A parents' 'four bailie
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laming and will meet Sunday at a location away
from the school.

Stories the parents told and the questions They
asked that were left unanswered tended to be in-
cendiary.

One permit said that Monalletely after she
donate occurred Thursday, her sou told her
that front office locked their doors,
leaving students mist to this the
cafeteria es the doors, begging for safe
harbor heat the Waimea that was mutts *cc

That specter looms Inge in the minds of menu
wbo. after Wedgy laht's mealsg wonder if It's
ode to and their to Mathes Park High
School.

PARENTS
ham p.,,

answers."
Another woman sad: "It

(assistant principal Rocha.
Aliens has given his life for an,
For some punk?"

"We may be slow in facing ti,
fact this is happening." Mt
Hernias., id:muted. Si,
acknowledged that several

'stances of guns in the school h
not been reported heave the it,
adents smoked "Juvenile cot
fldentialnY"

The biggest rounds of 'opiate
occurred when two pares!
separately pleaded for a need t
teach morality. "We need God I
the schools." one remarked to
thunderous ovation.

Ivy Villafana of Pinebroo
Estates, a mother of two PPH
students (one a former student

-reacted harshly to the school a:
ministration's attitude.

"She (Mrs. Herahme) plume
and baloney's everyone. They If
to *coley{ Just like they placa
the students." she said.

"Nom of this would have ha,
posed if. when they are about
suspend a student, that student
um to a counselor instead of nt
being sent home." Mn. Villakt
Insisted that a suspension meat
**more to a student than heir.
a free day off from school.

After the tunsuhuous meets.
parent Linda Leotti stood ou
side, gathering icier how
numbers for a parents' mean
Sunday. "Parents for Sa
School" was the tentatise star,
of the group

All day Tuesday Mn. Leo,
negotiated Md. various organs:.
*ions to find a place for the groi.
to meet. She expected son
200.300 parents would attend

Monday's meeting started o
peaceably enough. Mrs Her
Meer won the crowd coati an
her moving and companion.
explanation of aents and fit

laps:the school.

invoked a prayer at
outset "to help us with unot
standing what is beyond o
understanding,:

"Tragedy is never easy." ,
sad. "And this is doubly d.
flea, coming as it did in suet,
crud, violent and unexpeat
way."

"It's difficult to teach your
kids bow tenuous Isle is," Mr
Heminger continued "The
think they're immortal."

The principal then recounto
the events of Thursday Iser mon
Weer kr. are ma sax
school o limb had searched d
lockers cm the weeken; ass

found no more guns.
Then, back b) Area 'upend

tendent V)rie Dan. she run
field questions from the isae
auditorium

Emotion took over. P
after parent expand a ranee
emotions from fear and
to companion for the boys
are charged with the moil.

Then nutusulastanclang
in and Mrs. Heminger.
tired from the exchanote.
questions and advised
address a cadre of
who were maimed at
locations throughput tics

Outside. Mrs. WWI
sipasura and2a111
°Melds win
*leis la the

ailed t
14117'a

view fo do 10.
When Wormed

were *pan a
the schod md
themselves,

I'll:MI atm it
them well "



SHOOTING
h im lo the temple, and once at
Mrs. Blackwelder. hitting her in
the midsection. succeeding in
freeing ?ACM.

Both Nucleate ran ow of the
from entrance, the principal said.

Pinellas Park police akeedy
had anived at that moment, Mrs.
Nominee explained. because
they had been called earlier about
the presence of a impasse.. also
was not named.

The Effects
Immediately after the incident,

chaos ruled. Students were gives
conflicting instructions, then
finally mat home. Parents who
been: reports on radio and televi-
sion rushed to the school to find
their (Mem may of whom
already had gone home.

As news rippled through the
commusky, confusion spread.

The day after the gaoling, 30
trained counselors from through.
out the county Wife m Mathes
Park High, ready to lead an ear
and a *odder.

Only a thin' of the mast
body showed up for clime. mad
einsmime nth NM agent M Plum*
of Mink& Ant &mit fasts.

Rumen of more violence, fuel-
ed by ugly graffiti, were rampant.
People were frightened. The
media, which had gone to un-
paralleled lengths coveting the
chain-faction Thursday, were
banned from the school Friday.

The night before, the late
television news was predominant-
ly about Pinellas Park. 186011
McCoy's mann, Toni, was la-
terviewed by Channel 44. She ex-
plained to a reporter that the two
boys had nut away the previous
night from the Hatless home,
"there both were living, ad had
stolen the guns Thursday mi.
ming.

Pinellas Park NEWS Spring-
wood reporter Jack Branum
reported that the two boys spent
Wednesday xi* in the con-
dominium's duMouse.

Other Reports
A report that surfaced the day

of the shootings said that McCoy
ano Harlem were out to shoot
another student who had
"stoke" McCoy's girlfriend.
That remit was given more
mime after McCoy fled to her
Mum ohm the Moodsngs mod left

MEETING TUB MUM Naar Comfy Scheel lakemados Of-
ficer Caml B. Jackass Ile a casnlso from a nastier shawl Me
shoaling wWe Nadia Park hike Chief David 14111eirso sad Sgt.
Folk Ssodallt await noie mestims news pun ag soon MA AME

moan 1g. sew ewer ewe rims.

re 4
r

w 1'6'4-

18 Prr

wows AND HIM CARE The NAM lielkopter
drifts Assisting Pelocipd Rkherd Ales from Mello Park High
Schaal to Ruffen Hospital, where he remain met death with a
Mild wound so the hod. NMI PIMA 61 JOIN KAMINSKI

her a note allegedly pledging his
love.

The school newspaper, Ponder
Nora Press. was due for publica
don Friday, but its distribution
was delayed indefinitely by Pm-
cipel Herniates, who contended
that a diagram of the shooting
scene was incorrectly drawn.

One bard fact underlining the
tragedy was that McCoy had
been suspended from school
Wednesday and Mrs. Blackwd-
dm had signed the suspension
Mem

Daily newspapers reported
over the weekend that Hatless
had undergone psychiatric treat-
ment at Horizon Hospital on
U.S. 19, but that his treatment

More Than Just Two Runaways
B y JACK BENTON
apothem. I Columnin

It appeared to be a simple
teenage overnight runaway
escapade that involved Spring.
wood I. but it turned into a tragic
shooting at Pinellas Park High
School cafeteria last week.

Earlprism Bob Cobb unlocked
the clubhouse doors as usual at 7
a.m. Thursday, Feb. II. He was
surprised to find two bikes park-
ed in the poolroom. but con-
tinued on his morning walk.

Custodian Joe Dougherty
came to work at 7;13 and
discovered two teenage boys who
had been sleeping in the men's
sauna bath. He ordered than out
and they fled on the bikes, leas.
ins behind a knife, a radio,
pillows and blankets. Dougherty
described the boys as neatly
dressed, about 16 years old.

Police were called and an of-
flat was making out his report.
noting no forcible entry but
possible trespassing. A all came
to him from headquarters notify-
irm him that a mother in our area
had reported two missing boys.

The case apposed to be closed
until new spread about the noon
shootings m Pinellas Park High.

Before the new a somewhat
distraught mother. Cheryl
H arlem of 10301-341th St. N., a
n urse who works nights, arrived
In the clubhouse to pick up items
left behind. She said one boy's
sumen from school th
McCoy)

tim
aid a quarrel he had

with his mother, who insisted on
his Minim home to live, trig
owed the rummy.

It le am known whether the
boys while hi Springwood had
ems. but Custodian Dougherty
did ON see any.

There was a dinner at the
clubhouse Wednesday evenlae.
B ob Cobb locked all the doors
about 7:30 p.m. except the north
door, which was left unlocked so
the caterer could pick up the din-
ner remains. The caterer, Dean
Winky of Largo, locked the door
and double-checked the lock at

9:13 p.m.
A nephew of Soringwood's

Arlene Hanna was close to the
shooting In the cafeteria. He
threw his tray in the air and hit
the floor. My granddaughter was
waiting her turn to enter the
careens and escaped having to
witness the shootings.
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had been discontinued when the
family's insurance ran out.

Some parents at Monday's
meeting disputed Mrs.
Heminger's version of the events.
Their children, who had been
within a few feet of the
shootings, had told of a fight,
which the school administration
did not mention.

The Victims
Assistant Principal Allen has

been in critical condition ever
since being airlifted from the
front walk of the school by
Bayflite Helicopter. Principal
Herniates has been quoted as
saying be is not likely to recover.

Bayfiont Hospital sookamen
Maxine Michael said surlier this

week: "His chances are remote.
His condition has deteriorated as
a natural progression of his in.
Jury."

Tuesday, students at the school
began talking about a scholarship
fund in his honor.

Mrs. Blackaelder h recover.
lag, despite serous wounds to her
abdomen. Bic:nabs ass merely
Injured and never hospitalized

B eyond the three education
professionals, other teachers and

y students will bear men-
lelarsigus. Counselors acre
available at Monday's parents'
meeting and many heard the
anguished fears of parents and
students.

Bus few came away reassured
that problems with 'Wraith at
Pinellas Park High School, which
have Bared up all year long, are
over, Principal Hemmer sum-
marized faculty attitudes in a
moving and sincere way in the
early pen oT parents' mecum
before tempers erupted.

"Why would an administrator
confront a student under these
conditions?" Mrs. Heminger
asked the parents rhetorically
"Pecaurn you do not expect NOT
to be obeyed by a student," she
answered her own question

"It's bard to realize that we
have people in this world who are
not following normal (behaviors
patterns," she continued. "U e
realize we have in our possession
the most valuable pans of your
life. And the reason we are here
as teachers is not just to supervise
their (the students) behavior, bu:
to make sure they're safe "

Mrs Heminger made one more
remark about the teachers and
administrators to the assembled
parents at the Monday meeting

"If it came down to a case of
steadies between your child and
a gun, they would be there."

That's what it came down to,
Thursday. Feb. II, 1911. in a
huge cafeteria filled with more
than SOD students.
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START-OF-TEXT
A 16-year-old Southwest Washington youth was charged as an adult

yesterday in the shootings last week of four students at Woodrow Wilson
High School.

Leroy Peterson of the 200 block of K Street SW was ordered held on a
$3,000 bond by D.C. Superior Court Commis-sioner Thomas Gaye after
Peterson was charged with four counts of assault with intent to kill
while armed. Under Gaye's order, Peterson must observe a 7 pa,. to 7
a.m. curfew if he posts bond and must not come within five blocks of
Wilson High School, at 40th and Brandywine streets NW near Wisconsin
Avenue.

Peterson is the second person to be charged in the Thursday afternoon
shootings, which involved one or two semiautomatic weapons and stemmed
from a dispute over a seat newt to a girl in the cafeteria. Rodney
Reardon, 18, of the unit block of N Street SW was charged Friday with
four counts of assault with intent to kill and ordered held on a $15,000
surety bond.

Reardon also appeared yesterday in Superior Court, where his attorney
tried to get the charge against him reduced. The attorney, Public
Defender Sarnia Fam, argued that thera was no intent to kill because
Reardon had made no threats beforehand.

She also said that a weapon was fired at close range, and "if there
was an intent to kill, it would have been accomplished."

"There were four targets there," Fam said. "They were all hit in the
leg. NOne of them were hit in the chest."

Three of the Wilson High victims, Jermal Smith and Kofi Martinez,
both 17, and Tyrone Whitfield, 18, were shot in the legs. Lazaro
Santacruz, 17, was shot in the lip.

"Surely it's not your position that for assault with intent to kill,
someone has to die?" asked Commissioner Gaye, who did not reduce the
charge or lower the bond.

Peterson's attorney, Keith Watters, tried yesterday to get him
released on personal recognizance by arguing that he was young and had
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turned himself in to police Sunday.
"He turned himself in only after police came to his house looking for

him, and he wasn't there," said prosecutor Ellen Bass, who asked for
Peterson to be held on a $50,000 bond.

Policy arrested Reardon at Peterson's home early Friday morning.
"He fled the scene and there were many, many eyewitnesses who could

identify him," Bass argued. "He has contacts with the (criminal justice)
system, and there is a strong chance he will flee."

Watters would not say whether Peterson is a student or which school
he attended. He said only that Peterson lives with his parents, who are
civil servants for the District. Gaye said in court that he had no
criminal conviction.

The Wilson High incident began at lunchtime when Smith, a student,
left his cafeteria seat briefly. A man who does not attend the school
but was frequently seen there by students then sat down in the seat,
which was apparently next to the man's girlfriend.

When Smith returned to his seat, the two got into an argument and the
man threatened to continue the fight outside, according to police and
witnesses.

After school, Smith and three of his friends, Santacruz, Martinez and
Whitfield, approached the man across the street from Wilson about 2:30
p.m., and two gunmen opened fire.

According to a police affidavit made public yesterday, Peterson
allegedly pulled a gun from under his tan quilted coat.

Santacruz told police that Peterson was "holding the gun out
straight, aiming at my head," according to the affidavit. At the scene,
police found at least 11 casings from a 9mm weapon.

A preliminary hearing for Reardon and Peterson was set for Feb. 8.
Wilson's 1,500 students will return to the school today, and four

additional guards will be on duty, as they were the day after the
shootings.

The D.C. school board has asked the city for $1 million to hire 60
more security guards, all for elementary schools. Some principals have
banned students from wearing coats and carrying book bags Suring class
hours for fear they could conceal weapons, and others have relied on
such methods as peer counseling or requiring school uniforms as ways to
ease tension between teen-agers.

@CAPTION: Leroy Peterson, left, listens to charges. Right, Rodney
Reardon appears before Superior Court Commissioner Thomas Gaye.

**END OF STORY REACHED**
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Young had
own brand
of madness

Investigators comb
through his diaries
By CATHERINE WARREN

mg"' KRZA
Star - Tribune stall writers

KEVILLE Yours 'a
tar sophy and bran A of

madness were his alone, in-
vestigators speculate, and his in-
fluences apparently were not radi-
cal politics but mainstream litera-
ture.

The clues, however, are jumbl-
ed. A photograph of Young shows

4/fps
Relatecstory, B1

only a man with an undefined,
boyish fack surrounded by curly
brown hair and beard. The photo,
a studio portrait, also shows
Doris, three girls and a boy all
equally unremarkable.. .

A pyschiatrist who testifies in
criminal cases says it's rare when
such crimes aren't foreshadowed

either by previous criminal acts
or by obvious indications that
something's about to happen.
Young provided neither.

Young's books, diaries and re-
cords are better help. Together,
along with his wife's diaries, they
paint a picture cif a man focused
on the future andits "new race."

Sometime between the time the
Youngs sat for their family por-

ai

in

1

potential gun tattle with police,
Tom Ousley said.

Young, in addition to being a
gun nut, was also a person who
liked airplanes, liked to camp, and
viewed himself as being able to
survive anywhere, according to in-
vestigators.

Friends said Young would spend
long periods by himself, or spend
days in the desert in Wyonti.A and
Idahot

But he appeared mostly unwill-
ing to share his personal
philosophies, and a post-mortem
pyschological analysis by the fed-
eral Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms concludes Young
was a. "totally independent
thinker" and not influenced by
outside groups.

Young's lack of a criminal re-
cord and his giving no outward in-
dication of what he was planning
puzzled a Kansas pyschiatrist who
has testified occasionally in Wyo-
ming criminal cases.

"It's a real rare situation that
you encounter, when an average
citizen decides to commit a crime
for some reason," said Dr. Neil
Roach, chairman of the Dept. of
Psychiatry' at the Universit# of
Kansas. "Occasionally, you find a
rare individual, who doesn't give
any clue.",

Young's plans for Cokeville
may have been "an event that lived
in his fantasy," Roach said.

Fantasies are normal, but most
people usually reveal them to
others, and don't carry them out,
he said.

A page of one of David Young's
diaries, without a date, suggests he
was concocting a scheme of some
kind in'1980-81.

The small page reads as follows:
"Formula 73-74, equasion, Idea
80-81, by myself, w/ other people,
commenced 12-15-84, Organiza-
tion Biggie, BNW, Truth, Exam-
ple, people complaine, I'm do-
ing."

In Doris' diary, one sentence
read, "I wonder what we'll be
called in the new world."

David Young had also made a
passing reference to the "new
race." Among the books recov-
ered from their Idaho storage unit
were two books by Alvin Taller,
"Future Shock" and "The
Futurists," as well as a book by

Isaac Astmov on the sciences.
On May 9, Doris wrote in her

diary that the couple was packing.
She wrote that she felt she should
be talking to Dave and making
profound statementd, but instead,
;hey were just making sure they
were packing everything.

But it's easy, pointed Jut
Hartley, to speculate and make
connections that don't exist.

"We're still not sure she knew
what the ' Biggie' was," he said.
"We assume a lot. There's enough
in there to make you wonder
because we know the ultimate
end."

The Youngs traveled extensively
in the two years before their death,
with Young not keeping any regu-
lar job. While be had been in law
enforcement for years, in 1980, he
started working in a mine in Idaho,
a job he abandoned in 1984.

Young kept meticulous records,
investigators said, of everything
from the mileage on his Subaru, to
whom he bought guns from and
what he paid for them, to what he
ate. Doris kept similar records,
but also wrote a lot of letters to
friends.

Young even kept all his school
records, which indicated nearly
straight A's in college, especially
in sociology, psychology and law
enforcement.

Hartley said Young's books are
filled with notations in the margins
giving his lengthy interpretations
of what was written.

But one acquaintance differed
about how bright David Young
was, and said he liked to make it
appear he was smarter than others.

In a rambling 11/2 page statement
he passed to teachers during the
hostage situation, Young laid out
part of his personal philosophy,
which appears incoherent: "But
would we internalize these various
concepts. we realize the relativen-
ess of these various forumulas,
that knowlege is indeed relative,
therefore untrue, therefore
unknowledge, certainly nothing
unless false heed."

But as diaries take on
significance after the trawsdy. of
May 18, so does one phrase near
the end of Young's diatribe:

"We die our own death,
remember?"

1



Condoned from Al
trait and 10 days ago, when David
and Doris Young held Cokeville
Elementary School hostage, the
couple whom investigators
described as "average Joe Blow-
type Americans" were transformed
into "revolutionaries" who met
bloody deaths of their own mak-
ing.

Investigators now feel that a
major change at least in
David's life came about five
years ago, during a bitter custody
battle with his :nutter wife, Tan-
na. Young won Custody of his two
daughters, Princess and Angelina.

It was at about that point, they
say, that Young began formulating
"The Biggie" the act that
would spark Young's vague pled
for revolution.

Investigators are reticent to talk
about the personal lives of the
Youngs and their children. The
children, they say, have been
persecuted enough. But they are
willing to share and discuss the
elements that may be connected to
the May 18 bombing, although one
pointed out that they are "just
scratching the surface."

The dues lie in the stack of
diaries some going back to
1958, and in interviews with tele-
dna and friends.

David, 42, and Doris, 47, in-
vestigators now say, almost cer-
tainly acted without the influence
of a right-wing or extremist
groups. Investigators established
no contact between the Youngs
and any radical group and found
no radical literature among their
possessions.

Investigator Ron Hartley said
that whether other people were
aware of their plans Is still being
examined. Friends and relatives
deny any knowlege of Young's
plans.

Doris Young, while she par-
ticipated willingly in the scheme
that the couple dreamed would
bring them $300 million, was
under her husband's influence, ac-
cording to Lincoln County In-
vestigator Earl Carroll. Carroll
described David as being a
"disciplinarian to the point of
physical violence," both with his
children and his wife.

"Yoti've got, and this is strictly
my opinion, a man who was very

DAVID YOUNG
Actions still baffle authorities

domineering and a wife who would
do anything for her husband. She
gave her all," Carroll said.

She also gave her life. In-
vestigators now feel Dods was
alive after she accidentally deto-
nated the incendiary part of the
bOmb in the first-grade classroom.
She may have lived for as long as
10 minutes, despite severeburns on
her back, while the room cmptied
of its burned, screaming victims.
Then David Young, whom
witnesses told investigators they
saw standing in the doorway, thay
have lifted his .44-caliber Magnum
handgun and sent two bullets into
her skull before killing himself
with one shot in the head.

In Cokeville where Young
was derisively called "Wyatt
Earp" during his six-month stint as
marshal in 1977, because of his
Western-style holster with a
leather thong to tie it down he
frequently was seen cleaning a ri-
fle, a former acquaintance said.

But even with what looked like a
small arsenal in the school, and his
fifty-plus guns, the type and
number of weapons Young hsd
isn't that unusual, especially for
someone who traded at gun shows,
a Rock Springs-based gun show
promoter said. In fact, the
weaponry described by law officers
appeared light for someone who
was contemplating a long siege and
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school at the tine.

The wounded assistant principal
Samuel M. Karim 37, of Dolls

in Charlestown. He was shot
at least once in the shoulder. He
was listed in serious condition at
Sodom Norfolk General Hospital.

911121411 he Is a Juvenile, police
did not relesse the suspect's name.
But a varieV of police. relatives and
neighbors OwA him N
las !Mott. it of

lled
the 13111

as
block

iche-
of

Colon Ave. in Noddles Campostalla

ilkhRieritDonald R. Taper, ler
tor of the Greeter Mount arm cep
tilt Church in Foundation M.
said he talked with =loth mother,
Estelle. 1 had prayer with her;

Fesaid. **You could tell she was
distraught. She seemed to be

Ong fairly well under the
drcuinstancre

Elliott was charged with liret-de-
gee murder, malideue assault. four
counts of attempted murder, sbt
counts of using a gun to cemmit a
crime and three counts of discharg-
ing a firearm in on occupied

Hours after the youth's anent. pc
lice found what appeared to he
three Molotov cocktails in his
locker.

Paul J. Pokorsld Jr.. Tim Depart-

VIRGINIA BEACH A
went ea a shooting rampage
at u, Christian

one r-r. an-
lu an assistant principal before
he was wrestled to a classroom
floor, police said

A bloodbath was avoided who
the gun, a cenerandaeole menieu-
tomaUe., malfuneti

Wored

he
youth burst into a ahl*

after t
class-

room filled with Or and fired
two shots, pollee said

As students cowered on the Boor.
crying out. "Jews save mar a
teacher tackled the youth.

"Once you me whet went on in
there, is a miracle that we Mil
have mere people Idled," said Pa
lice Chief Charles R. Wad No &i-
dols were wounded.

The shootings began about lay.
a.m. in the school's courtyard.
where four portable classroom had

is at IMObeen up. T
Kempsvisetlle Reid

The dead
as
de

identified

HrCrescent
...mu

s
Forest Hills. Her body was not
found until about an hour alter the
shooting ended and she couldn't be
found at an emergency teachers
meeting Please see TEACHERS, Page A3
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cantintsis Ann

rout hagil AO Med bombs were made
Irmo midi gar bolds& They were Ailed with liquid,
bat it was ad known what kind. he said Pokorald said
it would taloa couple of days to analyse the items.

byes Ike canlimMed the and an unknown
moist d IgIdt dal wandtracing when
the youth git the sikcarilthey it looked like an
MAC 16.11 hond#01 usillsoralgile assault weapon.
Isms mod* can kaolin lihe 'machine

M.A.C.
unk Police

said eke scaldhave based asp, ofan M 10.
The MOW Dumas of Ale 'Memo and Fire-

arms. odd* madlme Om regblries nationwide, and
pollee wormourMig M Woe wespon's origin.

wo hove a young mom who snapped."
the Raw. Ow* Om* peeler- el Mantle Shores Rap.
flat Clowelk NM. "We love that boy. We want to nibb-
ler to kim We wont to help him."

Police was attempting to reconsbuct the sequence
of moots sod said they had not resolved questions
abed who we shot Mal and the path they said the boy
leek as he row km portable to portable Bring his gun.

It was ad known if Moline was teaching a clots
whin the *Mies boa.

Police said the boy simart*Mst canted the gun in his
lows* sal arrived by bus. h was not known if he
attended si. diem tdors the shooting began And
why he is abed k hive lired only at teachers m the
imitable elmersoms

11/Namoms said after the boy chatted one instructor
through the noulyard and shot Marino, he ran toward
a Mavens of Bildt students.

The IBMs teacher, Hutch Malmo. and a student,
Jamas C. Wright, locked the door just as the youth
turned and dished the slabs. Realizing the door was
locked, the youth shot out the window and bunt in.
'kW said Chaos

He said the bay= and fired two shots and
missed. as Manta cowered on the floor an cried out,
"Jesus save es! Gad save llr

Wright anti the boy aimed at a student. The gun
Mahlon rind toward the gunman and tackled

Wright sea The min bed once more.
Wright inscribed what he raw in the courtyard.
"I PM raw Mr. Marino ppet shot three times,"

Wright. 17, an I Ith-grader. I locked the door. And later
that he =MI over to our portable and shot the window

thltamd She first shot. I looked out the door and saw
Mr. Marino ... keep getting shot .. He was inside
the portable he wasn't point blank or anything...
*as-kind of in a daze

lie past came over to our portable, and Hutch went
over there de the door) and everyone started praying in
a corner. Ti's when the gun froze and didn't fire.

"As soon as Hutch tackled him, another shot went
off. At that Ume, as soon as I saw Hutch get a little
control over him, some guys and I wont over and got
the_ gun_fnm him and I proceeded out the door."

Wright awned the gun outside to take to the pastor.
"I was in shock and a little dazed," Wright said He

headed toward the nearby sanctuary. but saw a teacher
first. "I told the teacher to take the gun, ; don't want it
.mymore. was told to go to the sand "

la the sanctuary, Wright said " . just
prayed Some people were in prayer groups, and some
poopk were just praying alone.

"The locking up of the gun that was just a miracle
Nain own. Dwell whet you call a true miracle."
About 40 children witnessed the Mk nod. The du-

os that followed saw students and teachers crying and
anxious parents arriving to take their children home.
Administrators quickly put the children in the church
me convened an emergency meeting. They soon real-
ized noisy was missing.

Police then begin a search of the classrooms. When
one °Maw could not open the door radey's portable.
he broke the glass and found her dead by the door.

Iltee do /the students) cope with this?" asked
James ConMh. supervisor of emergency services unit
for Virginia Hooch Comprehensive Mental Health
Services

Cornith said the staff will be on Merl for the next 72
bows -0 help students and leachers deal with pad
trauma stress. lie said the most severely affected are
studious who were in the classroom at the time of
shootiog.

Norma the father of children aged 4 and 7. sat
treated for a gumbo) wound through the shoulder at
Sagan Norfolk General. -He's doing welt he's doing

Jackie Marino, Sam Marino's 36 ;year old
wife who was, at her husband's hospital bedside

-

I

1

Dow Mal, franc the Wills Beech /Add latch
Trauma Teens, Is 'venom outside the *dint.

-God knows everything that is supposed to happen."
-he said. and smiled. "He knew this would happen
Ile looms the future, the past and the present. t get my
strength from Jesus Christ."

Sweet said his church is ministering to the faculty
members. families and students at the school. He said
the students are "shocked and stunned

The church often will be open Saturday to oiler
eminseling and cnaltalion

Now it is up to us as Chnshans to pull together."
sweet said.

The school originally planned to close on Wedne -day
for Christmas but now will be closed Slonday %yet

said it possibly may open for some special sessions for
the chidren, but he will consult with professionals to get
their advice.

"It might be a good Idea to bring them back for a
bonding situation," Sweet said.

A memorial service will be planned in conjunction
with the funeral. Pettey was a member of Faith Baptist
Church in Chesapeske.

To keep parents informed and put them at ease, the
church held a special meethig fe: vents at 7 p.m

Atlantic Skins Baptist as.ath has been in exis-
tence seven years; the school has been open four years.
The church began with IS students and now has Si&

"I used to think that you'd be safe in a church," said
Dianne Elliott. whose son is a ninth-grader. "This
proves this can happen anywhere."

Dianne Elliott Is of no relation to the suspect.
Kathy Pollak whose daughter took seamen from

Farley, said other parents way stwdmd that the inci-
dent took place at a Christian school, but they shouldn't

"Not everyone who goes to a Christian school Is
close to the Lord, saved or perfect. What can I say?"

Mark Shallenberg. a 12-year-old seventh-grader who
had Farley as his second-bell math 'lecher and count-
ed the suspect as one of his Mom. said: "This Mill-
ing I noticed when I said 'He to him he seemed kind of
distant. like he was thinking of something

just didn't know.... He wasn't one of the most
popular kids around school but, yeah. he had Mends.

He was always real nice and happy. He was never
angry."

Contributing to this story tone stcyj writers Mark
O'Keefe. Rase Ellen O'Connor. Debbie :.tessina. Bever-
ly Shepard and Joe Jackson
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Last May, a mentally disturbed
woman named Laurie Dann
walked into a Winnetka grade
school and set in motion the big-
gest, push to ten school securi-
ty since the t '60s.

N '11111.Trils,=111ni
_4 14T11 intruen a

1111rrfetoryenre-arrrIBLorwould
lover have considered.

But many school officials who
have led the way also fear they are
fundamentally altering the way
schools operate. The locked doors
and guard', they say, are teaching
children to fear the outside world
and are closing out the communi-
ty and

ri
parental invotement thcehave tried to foster.

"We've gone to inordinate
lengths to create the image that
these are your schools, come on
111," said Bill Smith, superinten-
dent at elementary School District

i126, which ncludes parts of Alsip
and Oak Lawn.

But now, he said, his schools,like many others, are Iodine all
but the front door. Visitors are
treated more suspiciously, asked to
wear badges and sign in and out.

"We don't want people to think
they're not welcome," he said. But
some inevitably will, officials say.

"I never thought we'd see the
day where we wanted to lock all
of our doors," said Thomas Scul-
lent superintendent at Indian
Prairie Unit School District 204,
in Aurora and I .7oerville.

But at the district's new May
Watts School, opened two weeks
ago in Naperville, every door will
be locked 24 hours a day, he said,
and officials havc developed a
code-word alarm system and a
perimeter plan.

"Fr a while, we mend every
door, invited everybody in," he
said. "Now we're locking up."

The strict secuzity is in part a
reaction to "a big increase over
the last two decades in crime and
assault in schools," said James
(Urbana°, president of the Erick-
son Institute, a Chicego-based pro-
gram offering advanced study in

Schools locking out
the threat of crime

child development.
Though the punter or intensi-

ty of conflicts hasn't necessarily
increased, "the eSsociated vio-
lence has," he said. "Conflicts
that in the passaiiiht have led to
fistfights now lead to shootings,"
because of what he calls "the tre-
mendous prevalence of guns."

And though cases like the Lau-
rie nun incident, which left one
child dead and five injured,
extremely rare, he said, school
officials have come to realize that
"much of the crime that goes on
in schools is perpetrated by non-
students," people who have taken
advantage of an open-door poli-
cy.

That realization, driven home
by Dann's rampage May 20, has
led almost every Chicago-area
grade school to take new steps to
monitor or keep out strangers.

At Community Consolidated
District 59, which includes parts
of Arlington Heights, Mt. Pros-
pect, Elk Grove Village and Des
Plaines, school officials have
begun an ID program, under
which anyone not regularly as-
signed to a buildingincluding
the district superintendentmust
wear a formal ID or visitor's
patch when entering, said Al
Lawson, the district's director of
business services.

"We want to encourage parents
to come in and "sit, but before
you do, we're going to put a label
on you," he said. "It's a shame
we have to do it, but we do."

At Kirby School District 140 in
Tinley Park, every door at every
school is locked, said Supt. Ar-
nold Drzonek, despite the fact
that Tinley Park has one of the
lowest crime rates in the suburbs.

Officials also are considering
buying walkie-talkies for play-
ground and school bus monitors
and installing intercoms in each
classroom, Drzcnek said. Surveys
have been sent home asking for
other security suggestions and
comments.

In the Chicago Public Schools,
most doors except the front door
have no outside handles or are
kept locked, according to spokes-
man Bob Saigh. All high school
students are required to carry, or
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wear, identification, and in some
schools teachers also must dis-
play identification tags. Each
day, 90 Chicago police officers
are assigned to make checks on
the schools, Saigh said.

Still, Drzonek and the others,
concede, the security measures
would do little to stop an armed
person intent on violence.

"All the doors are glass,"
Drzonek said. "If someone really
wanted to get in, it wouldn't be
too difficult."

"You're not going to stop a
guy with an AK-47 walking out
on the playing field," added Bob
'Rubel, of the National Alliance
for Safe Schools in Maryland. "If
they're going in, they're going
in.'

As a result, some administra-
tors believe the costs of increased
security outweigh its value.

"Given the scarcity of rest.arc-
es, the costs would be astronomi-

cal to retrofit buildings to make,
them security safe,' said Dr.
John Barbini, an assistant super-
intendent at Schaumburg Com-
munity Consolidated District 54.
The schools, he noted, originally
were designed with lots of doors
and big windows "for easy ac-
cess. Its difficult to try to retro-
fit them and change that whole
philosophy."

"If you want to guarantee safe-
ty in a school, you make it a
prison," Rubel said. "You install
metal detectors, demand positive
ID, inventory kids from room to
room. We don't want to do
that."

Still, some schools have found
other ways to address security.
Uniformed police patrol at Rich
East High School in Park Forest.

Though it sounds draconian,
assistant principal Anthony
Moriarty said, the specially se-
le.:ied officers do not carry guns
and many teach classes and help
.students with their problems.
That has alleviated many fears,
initially felt, that the police had
been brought in because
problems were so serious stu-
dents were in imminent danger,
he said.



But in other schools, some ad-
ministrators fear, strengthening
security only convinces children
they have reason to be afraid,
particularly whcn they arc b'm-
barded in and out of class with
information suggesting they arc
possible prey for kidnapers or
killers like Dann.

A recent survey in Toledo
schools, Garbarino said, found
that nearly all 5th graders felt
there was a risk of being kid-

napcd and 40 percent "said they
thought it was likely they would
be kidnaped."

Garbarino also tells of how an-
other researcher, visiting schools
in the north suburbs, stopped in
at the boys restroom and pan-
icked a 2d grader, who fled. "The
man realized that was one of the
places Laurie Dann shot one of
the kids," Garbarino sold.

"In this setting [of increased
security), you're communicating
to elementary school children
that there are really evil, really
bad people living in their com-
munity and you have to protect
them aft the time," Rubel said.
"That's a dangerous signal to
give to little kids."

"We're improving security, but
at what cost?" Smith said.
"There are too many people
scared of this world already."

Still, most parents and ad-
ministrators feel some increase in
set.,:rity is necessary to counter
rising tears about an uncertain
world.

"That's the more fundamental
tension, coming to grips with the
realization that the world is not
as safe as we thought it was,"
said Dr. Donald Monroe, super-
intendent of the Winnetka dis-
trict where Dann struck.

"Here in the suburbs we felt we
were safe. We had some sense of
isolation and insulation," he
said. "Hut since May 20, when
Laurie Dann hit, certainly we are
more fearful."

"We try to take precautions
but there's no absolute in this,"
added Drzonek of Tinley Park.
"No one can ever say you're safe
enough."
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to dive for cover ea gunman ever threatens his Mentor, Ohio, class

These perilous halls of icarning
SCHOOLS The threat of classroom crime shadows even quiet suburbs

Earthquake drill!" shouts Sue Han-
son, a first-gra...4 teacher at the
Fairfax Elementary School in Men-

tor, Ohio, and her students scramble un-
der their desks. Without frightening the
children unnecessarily, the teachers and
administrators of this suburban Cleve-
land school district now use these drills
regularly to prepare the children less for
natural disaster than for the truly un-
thinkable: "We don't want
children running helter-skel-
ter if someone decides to
come in and take potshots at
them," explains the principal,
Gayle Shaw Cramer. Should a
threatening person ever [rake
it past the front desk, the of-
fice would announce a code
phrase on the public-address
system, the teachers would
give the order, and the stu-
dents would hit the floor.

Mentor's children will prob-
ably graduate without ever ac-
tually needing to take cover.
But in preparing for the worst,
the district's administrators Mom petrol. At the Cornwall, N.Y.. high school, monitor Judy
have recognized a truth that Holbrook is ready to head off trouble before it starts

many parents have not yet even consit:-
ered. Schools are no longer, by definition,
sanctuaries of learning where children
are secure. It's the rare tragedies, the
random murders in classrooms and
schoolyards that capture headlines:
Within the last 10 months, gun-toting
intrud.rs have killed eight youngsters in
Illinois, South Carolina and California
elementary schools. But the danger of

lesser violence is much more pervasive
than most parents suspect. Three million
crimes are committed on school grounds
each year, during which some 183,590
people are injured. On any given day,
135,000 youths enter schools carrying
guns. Often, school crime is a case of a
child's losing lunch money to an older,
tougher schoolmate. In suburban Fairfax
County, Va., last month, a 9-; ear-old girl

was sexually assaulted in a
school bathroom by a man
with a !mite, who ;s still at
large. Ot'tside an Irvine, Calif.,
high school culler last month,
two teenagers broke the leg of
a I5-year-old boy they suspect-
ed of snitching to police about
their drug sales at school.

Preventive action. It may be
impossible to keep out the tru-
ly deranged and determined
odd gunman. But experts insist
that schools can act in advance
to protect students against
most crime without turning
campuses into armed camps.
"Most schools were designed
when the worst disciplinary

I

I
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problems were kids running down the
hall and chewing gum in class," says
Ronald Garrison, field services director
of the California-based National School
Safety Center, a research organization.
All entrances may be kept open, for ex-
ample. Walkways may be poorly lighted,
so kids who leave after-school activities
during the winter months do so in the
dark. Playgrounds may be unfenced, and
recess periods unsupervised. Garrison es-
timates that two thirds of all schools need
to make their buildings more physically
secure and to institute better security
procedures. In Cornwall, N.Y., a suburb
40 miles north of New York City,
mothers are paid to patrol the high -
.chool halls, partly to help keep
students in line and partly to weed
out the occasional dropout or grad-
uate who might wander in looking
to start trouble.

Parents may have to prod school
authorities into action when there
has been no crime wave yet. You
can get a sense of school security by
quizzing your children about how
often they see strangers wandering
the halls and how vigilant teachers
are about breaking up fights or
enforcing truancy rules. An inspec-
tion is in order if you don't like the
answers. Bettie Askew-Bryant,
mother of an cighth grader at
Brooklyn's Mahalia Jackson Inter-
mediate School, made a spot check
recently after she noticed that
young security guards at other
schools spent much of their time
flirting with students. Askew-Bry-
ant was pleased that the hallways seemed
orderly at Jackson and that the school
had hired female guards to handle securi-
ty problems involving girls.

An unprotected mar. You have particu-
lar cause for concern if you can enter
unchallenged through a rear entrance, as
Loa Dann did last May before she shot
nnd killed an 8-year-old boy and wound-
ed five other children at the Hubbard
Woods school in the quiet Chicago sub-
urb of Winnetka. Now, mothers take
turns sitting in the school's reception
area screening all visitors, and the school
keeps all doors except the main entrance
locked from the outside. The schools in
Fairfax County, Va., where the young
girl was sexually assaulted last month,
have just announced a similar policy. In
high schools, a locked-door policy can
save students from harm by ex-students
or rival-school students prowling for
trouble. To be doublS, sure that tragedy
will not repeat itself, police officers in
Greenwood, S.C., where a gunman
killed two elementary-school students
and wounded nine students and teachers
last September, now "adopt" schools,

regularly eating lunch with kids and
walking the grounds.

Secondary schools can take simple
steps to had off student violence, such as
blocking off little-tiled stairwells and
eliminating senarate bathrooms for facul-
ty so tnat teachers travel regularly
through these high-crime spots. Some
larger whools have assigned non-
uniformed security officers to roam the
halls making "face checks" to gauge
whether students seem content. Those
who appeardistressed are called aside for
private interviews, a practice experts say
often alerts administrators to student

conflicts that they had previously failed
to notice. Sometimes, more-radical solu-
tions are called for. At the suggestion of
parents worried about frequent fights and
drug abuse, Bassett High School in La
Puente, Calif., removed lockers so that
students would have no hiding places for
guns or drugs. Five New York City high
schools have successfully deterred stu-
dents from bringing guns into school by
using metal detectors, and 10 more
schools will put in detectors this fall.

Some preventive measures can be tak-
en at home. A recent Florida survey
showed that 86 percent of handguns that

turned up is school were brought
from students' homes. Not only
should guns be locked away, says
Dennis Smith, education director
of the Washington, D.C.-based
Center to Prevent Handgun Vio-
lence, but also locks should be
kept on the triggers. And parelds
should encourage their children to
leave extra cash, expensive-look-
ing jewelry and electronic gadgets

. at home.
A poalthe approach. No parent

wants to disillusion a child about
school or, worse, make a child

'overly fearful. But you can make
your youngster awaye of the need
to be alert and cautious without
graphically describing the dangers.
Instead, suggests Nathaniel Floyd,
a psychologist who works in West-
chester County, N.Y., schools, of-
fer specific, positive ways your
children can protect themselves.
You can instruct a child to report

to a teacher any stranger who appears to
be aimlessly walking the halls, for exam-
ple. Students of all ages can learn how to
appear assertive and not easily intimi-
dated, although they should be advised
not to fight when challenged by a trou-
blemaker. "Kids should tell bullies to
leave them alone, leave the field with
dignity and insist that an adult solve the
problem," says Floyd. "Telling a kid to
fight back will only make him more ter-
rified." Parents of young children who
are bullied by other students should
make every effort to get parents of the
offending child involved in preventing a
recurrence. It helps immeasurably if a
strong discipline system is in place. The
National School Safety Center encour-
ages schools to set up student groups
that study safety problems and even
hold court to pass judgment on viola-
tors. In Bassett High at La Puente,
Calif., where parent-patrols of school
grounds and the cafeteria have since
1981 made clear that nonsense won't be
tolerated, crime has fallen by half.

Jae. IL 111N. A classmate grieves after a school
shooting in Stockton, Calif, left Jive students dead

A TRAGIC REPORT CARD

Besides the Stockton shooting, here
is the past year's evidence that school
crime can be deadly:

May 20, 1988. Lori Dann enters
Hubbard Woods school in Winnetka,
Ill., shoots an 8-year-old boy to death
and wounds five other children

Sept. 2$, 1988. James Wilson kills
two 8-year-old girls in a Greenwood,
S.C., school and wounds seven stu-
dents and two teachers.

JamarpfsMvary, 111811.1n Little
Rock, Ark., a 19-year-old boy shoots a
16-year-old boy to death at a junior-high
si4..tol; a 13-year-old boy shoots a 14-

t-old girl on a school bus; 13 -year-
old boy shoots at students in a high-
school parking lot.

Jan. 11, MAW A Bronx kindergarten
teacher finds a 5-year-old student with
a loaded

JUL 141,141211.11Four students leav-
ing Woodrow Wilson High School in
Washington, D.C., are shot by two
nonstudents after an argument over a
cafeteria seat.

by lid Gast
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USA schools
wrestle with
kid violence

By Judy Keen
USA TODAY

Virgil Sorina found himseig
In plenty of perilous situations
in 17 years as a New Orleans
cop. But be says being a school
security dicer is scarier.

Swine last confronted a
prom at John F. Kennedy
Senior High School on Jas 17

the same day Patrick
Purdy mowed down five
Stockton, Calif, elementary

By kin Owl school pupils.
SORINA: 'Pretty hairy' "He stud: a gun in my face.
gun incident in schOol It was pretty hairy," recalls

Swim, 47. The intruder also
thre .coed students with a gun

before Seeing Soria' and dty police chased him WOE the
school roof and through a bayou before catching him.

Schools are no longer rguare from the world s evils, as
Jamey schoolyard shootings in Washington, D.C., and
Stockton Meg. Wednesday, an 18-yeareld man was
slabbed to death by another student at Istrounia High
Scholl in Baton Rouge, Is. Also Wednesday, a 10-yeerold
boy entered an Emporia, Kan., elementary school with a
loaded shown He pve the weapon up without Iring

Swine says the violence is growing "Schools area micro-
cosm of the community. We're experiencing the same thing
at a Musing project and neighborhood around the corner."

The toll la schoob since May 1988:16 deaths, 122 'void-
ed is campus shootings. And it's getting worse:

le Foch year, 3 million children are attacked at school;

Please see COVER STORY next page e
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Fear of 'certain halls'
Continued from IA

wagons are used in 70,000 assaults, says Ronald Stephens of
the National School Safety Center. "The trend isn't neoemarily
an increase in number of incidents, but in severity."

In California one of the few gates where school crime
mug be reported 28 percent more weapons were confiscat-
ed in schools in 1988 than in 1987.

In New Wit confiscations rose 25 percent lag yew.
In 1988, 344 gum were conIsmted in Miami schools. In

1987: 242. "Our KM& are safe, but we're a reflection of sod-
ely. Its getting more enamored with weapons," Nos Wayne
Blanton of the Florida School Boards Amodation.

Parents, police and school dings are scrawl:ling to pro-
tect vulnerable children with guards, dress codes banning
baggy clothes and book begs that can aped weapons, sealed
campus:5, metal detectom, identification badges.

New Orleans schools have a dress code and use hand-held
metal detectors. On some campuses, student? can't leave dur-
ing lunch. Yet this school year, besides Sorine's encounter: A
trespasser shot a student and a passerby; outsiders driving
around a high school blasted shot- but hit no one; another in-
truder took shots at a security counselor before being caught

"I don't think anybody knows what else you can do," says
New Orleans school spokesman Henry Joubat

The threat of violence dig acts teachers and "interferes se-
verely with the ability of kids to focus on what's taking place In
the classroom," says Scott D. Thomson of the Nations! Mona-
non of Secondary Scht Principal%

Some students simply stay away, In Stockton, 25 students
still haven't returned to Cleveland Elementary School. The
day after a Sept. 22 shooting at Chicago's Moses Montellore
school, attendance dropped 50 percent

It's not just a bigoity problem: Albertan, Mont., superinten-
dent Gary Webber found two guns in lockers at his 59-student
high school lad week. "The only security measures we have
are teachers," says Webber. Elsewhere:

-Vashingtone Woodrow Wilson High, where four young-
ste . were wounded by gunlre last week, four extra guards

e on duty. The school board wants el million to hire 60 more
guards, and some principals have banned coats and book bags.
"We think it's very Important to react, but not to overreact,"
says schools spokesman Charles Seigel.

le In Stockton, ollicials are coosidering locking school gates,
name tags for employees and pares for visitors, and two-way
Intercoms in all clew-come.

Eleven uniformed, armed school police patrol Oakland,
Calif., high schools. Some schools hold "bullet drills": Students
practice moving away from windows, ducking under desks.

In Miami schools, a gun education program begin bat
month. Some elementary school pupils are asked to raise their
right hands and swear they will abide by gun safety mica

It's hard to combat violence because its causes are so varied,
experts say. Nosetudent trespassers are the culprits in many
cases. In others, it's a squabble over drop or girltriends. And
sometimes it's a random act by a crazed person.

Some parents and students think of schools as danger zones
Rube% Gamote, 16, a sophomore at Florida's Coral Gables

High School, says he's often afraid: "Sometimes I don't like go-
Mg down certain halls," where gong members lurk.

In Los Angeles, Vidde Phillip% 36, must monitor 12-yearold
daughter husk's wardrobe for gang colors that could make
her a target for rival pap. "You have to make sure your dill-
dren don't stand on corners or wear too much red or blue. It
could be your favorite color, and you can't wear it."

Recent tragedies have triggered a new round of debate
about reining in school terror. Texas date Rep. Henry Cuellar
this week Introduced a bill that would make anyone who kills
on campus eligible for the death penalty even juveniles.

Mike Pole, assistant principal at Chicago's Sullivan School,
advises tough retaliation. "We put a stop to it by being overly
aggressive," Ise says. Lad week, a student was caught with a
.357 Magnum in his book bag. "We had him arrested."

"You need good detection, communication, :espouse sys-
tons," says National School Safety Center's Stephens. He says
constant adult supervision In halls, pandas lots, lunch
rooms has helped in many school distrids.

"They should do surprise searches of bap more often,"
says Charade Shelton, a sophomore at Chicago's Martin Luther
King High School. "You never know what you could Ind."

Baltimore schools have had several shootings this school
year, and a citizens panel recommended a drem code, safety
education blitz, student contracts backing school policies. "The
idea Ito change the altitudes," says school spokeswoman Mur-
iel Ashley. "We're in here for education and nothing else."

"Parent InvolveMent is the answer," says Cliff Mansfield,
whose son, Guy, is a sophomore at Los Angeles' Birmingham
High School. Adds Sonny "It's a home thing. They have to
have more parental concern, more church."

Some parents think putting their children In private
schools is the answer. "I refuse to have her around gam" says
L.A.'s Sid Dunn of her 11-yearold daughter, Carmen.

Sorina says his Job is a balancing act between intimidation
and protection. "We want to help them, teach them. But ... we
want the students to know if you do It, I'm going to be about
three steps away from you."

Contributing: Jeanne DeQuine, Kevin Johnson, Steven Jay



11.'strict will
put up barrier to halt
Carmelitos gunfire
*Roan HInch
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ie d, the
/77 School Die-

bid hes decided to build a 10-
fect-hIgh, 00400t4ong concrete
block wall between the school

%and the adjacent Carmelitos

Housing Project.
Construction of the $160,000

wall, which is being partiall4
funded by Los Angeles County.
due to begin Monday,
to Assistant Superintenden
Edward Eveland.

As recently as last Monday,
Eveland said, teachers and main-
tenance workers heard "seven or
eight rounds being fired" eady in
the morning fivm the Carmelitos
neighborhood on Orange Avenue
at Via Wanda. The playing field
at the south end of the school,
located at the corner of Califor-
nia Avenue and Market Street,

'\?..reat Wall
/A1

one at the school has been hit
or injured during school hours.

However, Board of Education
member Jerry Shultz., whose lit
District includes the North Long
Beech neighborhood, said he was
hit by BBs fired from Carmelitos
when he was touring the campus
last fall and has been 1
for the protective wall ever

"'lb me, It's sad, but we have
to do it," Shultz said. Imagine
the trauma to kids of having to
evacuate the P.E. field because of
bullets. The P.E. teachers said
that happens all the time, and
they have to have their classes
an the other side of the field."

I

I

borderi the county-operated
housing project

"There were some grounds-
men out on the playing field
drawing lines, and they heard
seven or eight rounds being
fired," Eveland said. "Teachers
in the bungalows heard it, too, so
they brought the kids in until
lunch time. By lunch it was very
quieafternt,and they let them out in
the oon."

He said there have been inci-
dents of gunshots about eight
times in the last two years, but

CONT1NUED/A1 11 Cam a

of Lindbergh to be bu
It's a problem area," Eveland

said. "Sometimes it's people act-
ing crazy. Sometimes it's neigh-
bors fighting. Sometimes it's
gang activity. The problem's
always been there."

He said he asked for t& wall a
year a

"We
110.

met with Supervisor
Deiine Dana's representatives
an the people from Carmelitos
an federal housing representa-
tives, and they wanted to attack
the problem in a different way.
They wanted to try to get people
to get along and not have any
violence. We were asked to $ive
them a year to do that. Within a
year, we had repeats, and we said

we were going to go ahead with
the wall.

Fourteen-year-old Miguel Cor-
tez, an eighth-grader at the
school, says it's about time.

"The district has kept saying
they would put up a wall, but
they haven't even started it," he
said. "Some kids are scared. And
I'm worried about the sixth-
graders who will be coming to
Lindbergh next year. I'm not
concerned for myself, because
this is my last year. But parents
aren't going to want to send their
sixth-graders here. Lindbergh
needs a wall, and the parents
have to fight for it."



A Losing Fight
On Violence
In the Schools

New York City Students
Reflect Crime on Streets

By SARAH LYALL
Klaus Bornemann, who teaches reading

at Intermediate School 167 in the Bronx,-
says students routinely swear at him, strike
him and attack one another in the halls.

Once, while he told a parent that his son
had brought a knife to school, the parent
pulled out a knife of own.

"He said, 'I carry one what's the big
deal?' " said Mr. Bornemann.

"I know it sounds like the Wild West, but
this is not the exception," said Mr. Borne-
manit, who is 44 years old and has been a
teacher for 21 years. "It's the daily life, and
I'm almost inured to IL"

As violence grows to and around New
York City schools, education officials are
struggling to find ways to make students
and teachers feel safe in buildings that often
provide no refuge from dangerous streets.

But experts say that new security meas-
ures Including a Taoist-detector program
in five high schools and stiffer penalties for
students who attack teachers are unlikely
to have much impact at a time when Sach-
em, principals and schools command little
automatic respect:

Reflection of Street Crime
"For many youths today; there is no dis-

tinction between the school and the streeQ'
said Edward Muir, who works on school se-
curity issues at the United Federation of
Teachers.

"Nothing the system can do can totally
block out the problems in society," said
Bruce Irushalmi, director of the board's of-
fice of school safety.

The violence is not new, but its severity is.
In some schools, officials say, students
bring guns and other weapons because they
fear for tneir safety, both on the way to and
inside the school. In many neighborhoods
the drug trade flourishes on the outskirts of
schools because the volume of students
means more potential customers for deal-
ers.

The degree of violence varies dramati-
cally from school to school, with some
schools relatively trouble-free. According to

Continued on Poi; : B4

Continued From Page En

statistics cot-wiled by the teachers'
union, I percent of the schools ac-
counted for 41 percent of the violent in-
cidents against teachers last year.

In the first three months of this
school year, attacks on teachers rose
by 18 percent over the same period the
year before, the teachers' union figures
show. In the last full school year, 1967-
98, there were 1,916 reports of weapons
possession, up from 1,495 the year be-
fore, the Board of Education says.

Principals are required to compile
and report statistics on violence In
their lc:tools. But the teachers' union,
which keeps Its own figures of attacks
against teachers, says principals un-
derreport the figures because violence
reflects badly on thrs school adminis-
tration.tration.

Teachers Fur Students
In each of the last two tuB school

years, the teachers' union said, more
than 2,500 crimes against teachers
have been reported. In 1967-19116 the
number of attacks requiring medical

196647
treatment

chool
rose by 66 percent from the

s
by

The attacks leave many teachers
afraid of their students. "We counsel
them, 'Do not do to a student what you
would not do to any stranle kid you ran
'cross on the street,' " Mr. Muir salt

nDo not put your hands on them. Do
ot Invade their airspace. Do not close

off escape routes.' "
There are no statistics on how many

students in the 1,000 public
are attacked other studentsschools audents

and by intruders. But r. Bornemann
said violence had become an accepted
part of the day for the students at his
school, at 1970 West Farms Road in the
Tremont section of the Bronx. Many of
them want to leant, he said, but are dis-
rupted by a minority of students
about 10 percent, he said

"The kid who demonstrates fear is
raw meat," he said.

Several years ago, he said, a girl was

suspended after using a razor blade to
slash another girl so badly that the vic-
tim's face needed 20 stitches. The at-
tacker said the victim had intimidated

I her.

' Security Curtis Hospitalized
Recently, Mr. Bornemann said, two

14-year-old girls got into a violent
scratching fight in the cafeteria, ar-
guingening over who had first slept with a
boy, and two of the school's three se-
curity guards were hospitalized after
students knocked them down in the
schoolyard during a brawl.

Once, Mr. Bornemann said, he took
some parents over to their son's locker
and showed them a meat cleaver in-
side. "I said, 'Does this look famil-
iar?" he asked. "The boy's mother
said, 'Yes, it's mine.' "

Last spring the Schools Chancellor,
Dr. Richard R. Green, announced that
high school students who attacked
school workers or carried dangerous
weapons would be expelled for the rest
of the school year. The Board of Educz.
non said recently that it did not have
figures on how many students had been
expelled under the policy.

Because of the city's sygem of
decentralization, in which only-Me high
schools are administered by the cen-
tral Board of Education, the policy Is
being reviewed to see if it applies to
junior high and elementary school its
dents.
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At one point car. town also said he
wanted to put metal detectors in all the
city's schools, including elementary
and junior high scholia. het he sealed

ck his ans. A pilot proSram, which

is costing U.S million this year, is being
tested in five city high schools.

The program, in which a special se-
curity task force visits the five high
schools on a rotating schedule and con-
fiscates weapons found with hand-held
detectors, has been successful so far,
the principals of several of the schools
say. At William E. Grady High School
in the Sheepshead Bay section of
Brooklyn, the principal, Stevan R.
Peters, said the program had run
smoothly, with few students protesting
and no unduly long backups in the
morning.

No guns have turned up in any of the
five schools, and officials say students
are being dissuaded from carrying
them. Most of the 200 or so weapons
that have been recovered by the task
force have been found near the five
schools, apparently dropped by stu-
dents who "checked their weapons at
the door" when they saw the metal de-
tectors.

"We've found lots of knives, box cut-
ters and razors, the kinds of things kids
sa , it makes them feel secure to
brini," Mr. Irushalmi said While most
such objects are not illegal, students
are forbidden to take them to school.
Many students who do say they carry
them for self-defense.

The task force also patrol the perim-
eters of nearby schools.

Next year the metal detector pro-
gram is to be expanded to 10 other high
schools schools, with up to 100 schools
receiving the outside patrols.

Tough Response Supported
Many officials support the metal de-

tector program, saying that tough
measures are ne -WU to handle tough
students in a society where guns are a
way of life.'

"If we can't insure at least inside a
school building or a schoolyard that
there is still safety from the chaos of
the streets, then I fear for the future of
our whole society," said Sandra Feld-
man, president of the teachers' union

"The public need has long since over-
come the objections of civil libertar-
ians," said a City Council member,
Herbert E. Berman, a Brooklyn De- o-
crat who is chairman of the Council's
ECalliti011 Committee. "People in
school have to be able to go into an
arena of safety. The mr..tal detector
program should be dramatically ex-
pirAed."

But Jan Atwell, vice president of the
city's United Parents Associauon, said
students should not be automatically
treated like "convicts." Instead, she
said, schools should teach safety and
civics, to make the point that violence
does not have to be a way of life, and
only use metal detectors as a fast re-
sort.

The Board of Educationlis also re-
soonsibk for the 2,200 full-time se-

sintalinatonai.
New York City
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c7riV officers moaned to the city's
schools. Every junior high arra MO
school, and half the elementary
schools, have at least one security
guard, and the most troubkid
have several. The board has asked for
money in next year's budget to install a
guard in every school.

The guards, who wear tmffonns but
are unarmed, check identification at
the door and help mantats order
within their school buildings. They
rarely leave the buildings for the
streets, where much of the violence
and most of the drug dealing take

"The poke have the rwponsibUity'
on the streets," said a board spokes-
man, Robert H. Tene.

Educators say that even with a stn.
dent population that tends to be windy,
administrators can make the differ-
ence between effective and lax security
at a school.

At Park West High School in the Gin-
ton section of Manhattan, the principal,
Richard Ross, said a new get-tough
policy had begun to _stem the violence
that drew rud publicity to the
school last year.

"I've made it 'clear that If plus=
going to WOge in that type of activi
you're going to be arrested, you're
going to be you're ring .1.
be teak with the crimhtal justirr,c- 4," 1")
system," he

"We're past the stage where we fly
the Bag and the kids jump to anon,
Hon," Mr. Ross said. "There is no such
thing as a lignite( authority."

But officials say that in some of the
city's schools, there is not much anyone
can do to turn things around. Mr. Muir
told of a recent incident at a junior high
school to Brooklyn that, while not the
most severe example, reflected the at-
titude at many schools.

"11w principal sees one student
being beaten up by high school stir.
der," Mr. Muir said. "He gets up, Put,
or his jacket, and goes outside and in-
tervenes. The youngster says, %The are
you?' He says, 'I'm the principal.' The

punches the principal andyoungster punches
to the ground."

"Society is making its way into the
schools," Mr. Irushalmi said. "and this
is the ugly part."
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why guard searching a student as he entered William R. Grady High School in Brooklyn. The guards,
irt of a mobile task force that vista five high schools being tested on a rotating schedule.
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Students being searched by security guards using metal detectors as they entered William E. Grady High School in the Suet
lead Bay section al Brooklyn. Schools Chancellor Richard R. Green has made school security a top priority.
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city precutting el lock* all but one
set of access doors at its schools and
mks the teachers sad Mali to be alert
for strangers, Elk= sot Them are
escorted te the priactpa s ate, he
oast

la the high select teachers and
adoklitrators are requested to man-
ta Use Medan is the hallways be-
twin classes. Toseben are ales an
signed to hall dift when they are set
leading, with a *nein none teach-
or la the hallway M all Umm. Williams
said

"We don't feel we need seaway,
put Normal precautions." Williams ex-
plained. "We daft want to have people
camognmg

arced.
is off the street and Jut wanS"

While alarm have bee installed
In the buildings to protect genial
breaks, the district does not

"pUrobm

WgWlaI

r,am
yearws

hvam m
bioamu.to 166

rte brakes " WlUama breued
In nearby Morristowa/Morris

Tough* the only mixed egbanseben
ban district Is the state, security a ail
schools starts TVA the Mani of exte-
rior doors and lenallieg nano is all
the buildieu add Lie PISMO, IN din
(rib's deputy isperinteodent of schools,

to addition to locking its doors,
Mansion employs six or sews sun
rity monitors who are posted at the
up school. Their lob is to question vie-
Kora to the ildiag. direct them to the
main office

buand

ism the MU stie
dents get to their classes, Pismire said

"'The security molten are there
to make sire the kids don't get lost la
the building," Plums salt "We also
SUM to keep the inmates in and the
cognates out."

The district started hiring the
moaners shoot eisht years ago, when
there were two high schools, Pismire
said The employees are not armalnor
di- they wear a uniform, Mauro said,
addles they cas be recognised only by
the two-way radios they carry.

Bernina Towaskip takes paean
Unary measures against latruden in

Its schools by locking doors and nat-
al its staff to direct all 'triages to
the district's central office before al-
toil them to eater say of the schools.

are tank stories about
people eateries buildings" to warrant
Wag procautiesary musing agaunt
fllezut. said Harry Eons, the an

Is odditie:rgl:II doors and
alerted teachers and staff, epeeist hall-

- way manes at the high scluil direct
students to where they are supposed to
be and keep an eye at for visitors.

We want to control the flow of
traf fie," Evans said. Attendance is
takes daily ad absentees are pursued
by teachers, counselors and the pried-

On the lower school levels, the at*
dents' departures are monitored by
teachers. Unexpected parental visits
and pickups of children must all be
cleared through the central office, he
said

fu

"The teachers almost walk the
Andras sato -the besee " Evans said,
explaining the school is respomable for
ensuring the children return bone sa-
fely.

When there is a problem, the
school notifies IheFolice, and "they are
quick to respond," Evans said, adding
law officen lieep en eye es the school
propwty, deck unfamiliar cam parked
Is the lot and mspiciou person is the

"We're not guarding splint one
thing is particular, we're keeping on
our lea in general," Evans explained.

While Newark's schools, with uni-
formed guards and routine searches for
weapons, can seem like battlefields,
East Orange, a neighboring urban com-
munity that shares Newark's sonnecn
none profile and problems, echoes the
claims of more suburban districts

"The unformed guards are there
to mare there are no trespassers, they
assist strangers is the halls and make
sure all the doors except the main one
aur the office stay closed throughout
the day," said Carmen Restated an

ministrative assistant to the amain-
Modern.

The district's biggest problem is
educating its studio abed the need
for security. "We leads them not to

Te7tet Dot to let outsiders us"
said, adding that students are

even dacouraged from letting to their
classmates or their classmates' par-
ents.

la the district y sink out strut
&admit idestificalloo technique

ers to the Restate. said, re-
knot%describe acksigges

17 schools, two high
schools, are by on a 74-
hour basis. Maps system is
augmented by "electronic minon,"
though Restates said the district I

"doesn't have that muck of a problem
wsth breakms."

Newark's security force atm pa-
trols the Mao du* sad

cretin with
as ceetral and the police 6-

glades sad vandalism Is the guards'
parting& credits a decline se bur-

:rocs and a sophisticated alarm syn

Is the district's tight against
is Install-drrs

Ms la Hs scheoh, Bell Alec locks
eliminate the pule bars that allow stu- ,

dans to open the doors Whoa Man* '
the doom can 'sly be unlecked from the I
antral Ace dung as

Bell, an advocate ofisretallielet1 ea
tort is aloes is his drive io install the
devices which he believes can save
lives.

The same yolks elm* cars la
the streets, deefog sags and carrying
guns are to Newark's schools,
Heal salt metal detectors, the
guards routinely the stu-
dents when they leant someou is
armed or see sign of trouble.

Bell said tie best *hire against
crime is the schools is the involvement
of parents and the community to the
system.

"We have to clean our own back-
yard. au drastic means to send the
message that we live here, our families
live here and we will not tolerate the
drugs and violence in or city," Bell
said "Tile best nag about community
and parental isvelument is that it
doesn't cost sea thing."

Arnold Tversky, Dover's district
superintendent said has schools are "not
in a sprit of a large New York urban
setting

"We don't have an airport security
system," he said, referring to the metal
detectors Bell wewets installed in New-
ark and routes searches of students for
weapons and drugs.

Tversky said the district emplip,s
A director of security, a retired New

policeman Ti. guard moni-
tors the parking areas for unusual ac-
tivity and the school hallways through-
out the district

The security officer spends most
of his tune in the high school and masa-
tains a good relationship with Use po-
lice who assist the district in everything
from emergencies to routine license
plate checks.

Any unusual activity noticed by
the security director or other school
staff IS then investigated, Tversky said

In the Freehold Repaint High
School District, the state's largest high
school district. one security guard is
posted in each of the five high schools
ans custodians are also tamed in secu-
rity -rocedures to supplement the
guards when needed, said Emma :Sala
district c.Ntodial supervisor.

"We t allow strange s to wait
freely arouno "or buildings, Bohn said
There has been a trouble with students
coming to seises' armed "that Yrs
aware of."
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Student Held After Explosion
at Newbury Park School

By MICHAEL CONNELLY, Times Staff Writer

"A 14-year-old Newbury Park
High School student was arrested
Friday after a piprBERITEVIOded
in a school restroom, and a search
by authorities turned up four more
bombs in school lockers, the Ven-
tura County Sheriffs Department
reported.

No one was injured in the 10:44
a.m. blast. About 1,600 students
were evacuated while a sheriff's
bomb squad searched the school in
the 400 block of North Reino Road.

Deputies said the 14-year-old
student admitted making the
bombs and was arrested on suspi-
cion of possession and detonation of
an explosive device. "We don't
have any motive," Sgt. Will Howe
said

"Fortunately, the majority of the
students were in an assembly for
the football homecoming, and so
there were no injuries when the
explosion occurred," Howe said.
The homecoming celebration went
on as planned.

After the explosion, school ad-
ministrators called the Sheriffs
Department and were instructed to
evacuate the school until it could
be searched. Students were herded
from the rally in the school auditt,
hum onto the football field. Offi-
cials later dismissed classes for the
day.

'Total Pas le'

"We came out and were going to
class when some people started
saying there was a bomb," said
17-year-old student Terri Polk -
inghorne. "They told us 1.3 run to
the football field. Everyone scat-
tered. It was a total panic. All these
people were nmning around. Peo-
ple were jumping over fences."

A classmate, Stephanie Muzzont-

gro, 17, said most students had not
heard the blast. "A lot of people
were shocked that there was a real
bomb at our school," she said.

The bomb was powerful enough
to destroy a urinal but did little
other damage. The four other
bombs were made with plastic
sprinkler-type pipe and one had a
sprinkler head attached, 'deputies.
said.

The recovered bombs were not
set to explode, How said. "It was
not a booby-trap-type of thing."

Authorities declined to say what
explosive material was used. "They
are definitely pipe bombs, but I
can't say how powerful," Howe
said.

The student who made the
bombs was identified through wit-
nesses and other informatiGn depu-
ties and administrators obtained
from steents. Howe said. Deputies
were still investigating whether
other students were keeping the
bombs in their lockers or whether
they had been placed there by the
student who made them.

"We have one student being
detained, and he appears to be the
only suspect at this time," Howe
said. "Evidently, this guy is the
prime move. Whether or no there
are other kids involved, this is the
guy who made them."

Authorities searched about 1,400
lockers after the boy acknowl-
edged making the bomb that ex-
ploded and told investigators thP.t
there were others. Howe said.

"He pointed out lockers where
the bombs were," Howe said. "He
was right on some and wrong on

others. We didn't know if we could
trust him, so we searched. . . . We
are convinced that is all there is."

The boy was released to his
parents, deputies said.

"This was an act of vandalism,
not a prank," Assistant Principal
Bill Manzer said. "It would seem
that since they had them on cam-
pus, they were going to do some-
thing on campus."

Howe,' r. Mann said there
were no p: blems a .nong students
that the kdministr Ation was aware
of.

"The only unrest on this campus
was that today was our homecnm-
ing," he said.
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Security now a must subject for school officials
By Jerry Shrlay

John Hansen loves his job at
Proviso West High School.

Each day. the 1961 OAPs
returns to the Hillside school
"where I spent the best four
years of my life." His w=s
starts in the cafeteria
7:30 a.m. and he usually leaves
around 3:30 p.m. after cleaning
up his office desk.

Hansen wears khaki dress
pants, a brown short-skew shirt
and a brown tic. He also wean a

Hillside Police Department
bates and a gun that he hides
as his body"just is can"

Hamm a IS -year police ma-
sk is one of many officers now
working in Chicago-area high
schools. Theie job, in a nutitha,
is to help schools keep order in
what some svisorities believe is
an increasinVy disorderly world.

There a time when Labor
Day weekend, the traditional
end of summer, meant buying
notebooks and pen -its and
thinking of what to wet the first

day of school. For test =it
meant putting the WI
on bulletin hoards aad lesson

Bplans.ut the opening of school mow
also is a time for lockieg doors
and positioning hall porde.
Gang colors have replaced
Mod n,colo earflap have set
planted dass rings and drugs
sandwich begs are pest of the
lunch hour.

Security is rap* becoming
part of the curriculum.

In Joliet, Whitt have added

two golf-can type vehicles to
help an 11-man security force
patrol two high school
es. Bloom TownshipelinMPiklits
School in Chicano Hni*s
all but two doors during the day.

And despite the disapproval of
principal Robert Milano, Han-
sen carries a gun in keeping with
Hillside Police Department
rules.

The area schools are represen-
tative of a growing national
trend. Nationwide, the need for
increased security in high

Security
Continual hem page 1
Moab."

The size of the problem na-
tionwide is debatable. But Robert
Rubel, director of the National
Alliance for Sok Schools in Sil-
ver Spring, Md., said it', s clear
that fc mny schools the prob-
lem is worsening.

"We're growing more tolerant
of unruly behavior," he said.
"What was absolutely, unques-
tionably unthinkable in the 1950s
and 1960s is shrugged of in to-
Jay's schools."

But John Burton, coordinator
if child welfare and attendance
or San Bernardino County in
7alifornia and an authority on
.chool safety programs in the
.Bak, noted: "I suspect schools
ire less safe than they have been
n the past, but they are usually
afcr than the surrounding corn-
nunity."
Nevertheless, Burton added: if

here is a drug problem in the
ommunity, it comes onto the
ampus. ... It's like a bucket
nth a hole in it surrounded by

Sooner or later water gets
nto the bucket."
Joliet Schools Supt. Reginald

Colin said. "We must provide a

safe environment here. We have
not had public pressure to do
anything, but leak at what's hap-
penmo in America with increases
in street gangs and 'crony
walking around."

Nolin said the Joliet security
personnel, neatly dressed in
matching blazers and slacks, are
there to be positive.

We want them to be highly
visible and image building; he

kals."
said. 'They are here to hap the

High school guards c..-c either
police officers trained in liaison.
work with schools or adults hired
to serve as designated hall moni-
tors.

Of the 1,000 staffers who work
for George Sims, security chief
for the Chicago Public Schools,
between 600 and 500 are out-of-
uniform police officers or former
officers. That includes SO uni-
formed officers assigned to main-
win order in various shoals four
hours a day.

"But we need to reallocate our
staff," said Sims, a Chicago police
officer for 3'.' years. "Shifting
populations and changing gang
problems impact schools differ-

now our
Weft on the basis lOrPorie-
males t at don't make much
sense now."

Yet there arc limits for even the

masts s
se
imcumM.

rity-minded school dB-
cial,

"You can't put locks on ell the
doors and bus on the windows. I

aige.tbe 4th Amendment
says about unreasonable search.
I've beard of places like New
York
word

and Detroit where they use
and metal detectors.

That dodogsesn't work. That money
could be better spent for quality
education!'

Yet schools would rather be safe
than sorry.

Homewood-Flossmoor High
School, for has no seri-
ous security fte, out it still
locks all but 6 of its 34 school
entrances.

"Yes, this could be overreac-
tion," conceded principal Charles
Smith."But if you don't do any-
thine and something happens, you
look like a jerk."

On the tber hand, officials
point out that ewe locking all the
doors won't ko n out a deter-
mined intruderand it just might
crate an weaned fortress men-
tality in the wheel.

"What's the meow you send
kils if you toughen up the
schools and lock the doors?"
asked Rubel, of the Alliance for
Safe Schools. "We tell them that
the adults are scared and power-
las. And that's not the meow
that shook, get out."

schools is going to be ;irr-
ational part of the 1990s, Wu-
caws predict.

is is not unromonabh or en-
relp011thit to have fences around
schools with access pokes in the
future," mid Stuart Orembaum,
spokesman for the kik/wily fund-
ed National School Safety Ceerw.
is Encino, Calif. "The rail bot-
tom line here is that, if mime is
receding or incase .1, it is a re-
flection on the community.

"And that shows up it the
See Security, pg. 2
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During a role-playing workshop session, Leslie Seifert-De Los Santos drives back Richard Jenkins, right, trying to
approach Tom Mayer who plays an injured victim in a simulated classroom situation during Tuesday's crisis
intervention workshoRat Moorpark Memorial High School.

Teachers are given a lesson in
classroom emergency techniques

By MARINA O'NEILL
News Chronicle

MOORPARK "Do you want to talk
about this?" Tom, a troubled teen,
shouts at his teaeier before slashing
his wrist with a razor blade while his
classmates watch in horror.

How does his teacher respond?

Who should be called? And after help
arrives, what should be done to lessen
the trauma of other students in the
class?

"Tom" is a fictional character and
the above scenario was presented as a
skit to help teachers develop
strategies to deal with classroom
emergencies us part of the Moorpark

Unified School District's crisis
intervention workshop Tuesday.

The daylong workshop, the first of
its kind in the school district, was
held at Moorpark Memorial High
School and about 30 district teachers,
counselors and administrators

See TEACHERS, Page 10
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attended. Some of the attendees cut
short their vacations to be there.

"It's real risky it's the first time,"
said Leslie Seifert-De Los Santos,
assistant principal at Mountain
Meadows School and one of the
workshop's organizers. "It (the
workshop) grew out of a need. Our
community is growing and changing"

The workshop's goal was "to give
people the tools to work with in a

crisis situation," Seifert-De Los
Santos said.

Individual schools face one Jr two
situations a year that could be termed
a crisia, including drug trafficking,
suicide attempts or the death of a
classmate, said Richard Jenkins, a
district psychologist who helped
organize the presentation.

Tuesday's workshop grew out ofan
effort by the district's student support
group to identifY and implement
strategies for crisis intervention in
the classroom. Some 16
representatives from the district's

high school, middle school and
elementary schools formed the group.

As a result of the group's efforts,
crisis intervention teams will be in
place at each of Moorpark's schools
when classes begin Tuesday, and
teachers will have a crisis
intervention manual to guide them
through classroom emergencies and
head offpotentially explosive
situations, Jenkins and Seifert-De Los
Santos said.

The Conejo Valley Unified School
District has a similar approach with a
district crisis team whose members

could be called into individual
schools. The Oak Park and Las
Virgenes unified school districts aye
district psychologists, rather than a
crisis team, who could be called for
advice in an emergency.

"I think we struck a chord," Jenkins
said. "We see the manual and we Lee
the crisis team as an evolving
situation, we want it to get better and
better."

Under the plan, the crisis team
would be called together in 9
emergency to form a plan of action,
contact parents and the public and
provide counseling to students. After
the crisis had passed, the Lam would
track the counseling progress of
affected students, making outside
referrals when necessary, Jenkins
said.

Last year, the then-new student
support group helped Mountain
Meadows teacher Barbara D'Agati
explain the death of a student to her
second-grade class.

"It really made a big difference for
me," D'Agati said Tuesday. "I didn't
know how I was going to handle it
with the kids."
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